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DISTRIBUTION AND PROCESSING OF CYBER THREAT INTELLIGENCE DATA

IN A COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
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benefit of L S, Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 6 I/49 55 ed on May 31, 2011,

both of which are hereby incorporated herein by reference.

Eieh!

The present invention relates generally to .networks and, mor

particularly, to the distri bution and processing of cyber threat intelligence data in order to

avert potential cyber threats.

Background of the i

Persistently changing and evolving threats an threat agents are driving up

risks and elevating the need for new security capabilities to counter new risks. These are

largely related to a new breed of software (malware) designed and distributed for

criminal profit, state sponsored offensive activities (spying) or ideological offensive purposes

(terrorism and sabotage). This software manifests itself as the most su cess i form of crime

and "violence * on the Internet identity theft, credit card and banking fraud, spa m ng

phishiug, and denial of service attacks.

It is known tha malware increasingly passes undetected through firewalls,

intrusion detection systems (IDS) and a t i irus ( ) systems. In some cases, these controls

are less than 30% effective against known (previously Identified) rna are; n virtually a l

ases, vendors now include "generic" signatures for heuristic analysis (guessing) as a

safeguard against the (previously iden i d threats they cannot keep u with.

n the early 1990¾ to early 20( s. malware developers wrote viruses and

worms that wreaked havoc by destroying data and systems but It was more of a ga e . They

claimed credit for bigger and more malicious- infections and took pride in watching

information technology (IT) managers scramble to stop the damage and fix systems, at huge

expense. At t at ime, malware developers would share and publish exploit code. No there

is money to he made and strategic advantages to he gained through .malware exploitation.

Exploit code is shared less an the best code is not shared at all rathe i is guarded like an

industrial secret. Prior to release, mal ware code- is carefully and professional tested against

ail known AV 1 signatures using publicly available tools, and released into the wild In



secret Ma ware code and testing more th work of highly educated and well-coordinated

teams than of brilliant loners working from basements.

What is therefore needed Is a system fo distributing information related to

threatened assets i order to protect thes assets an avert cyber attacks

Brief « of the I

According to first broad aspect, there i provided a method or y

a network entity in a carrier network, comprising; generating a cyber threat intelligence report

including a reputation indicator for each of at least one traffic attribute; and transmitting the

cyber threat intelligence report to at least one packet processing entity within or outside of the

carrier network.

According to second broad aspect, there i provided a method for execution

by a network entity, comprising: generating a cyber threat intelligence report Including a stain

associated with each of at least one traffic attribute, the stain encoding a reputation indicator

f r the traffic attribute; transmitting the cyber threat intelligence report to a . packet

manipulation device, the packet manipulation device being operable to determine a traffic

attribute of a received packet, to determine a stain for the received packet by consulting the

cyber threat intelligence report based on the traffic attribute of the received packet an to

modify the. packet in accordance with Its stain; an transmitting, to a network device that

receives the stained packet, a decoding rule to allow the reputation indicator encoded by the.

packet's stain to he determined, the network device being operable t dispose of the packet in

accordance with the decoded reputation indicator,

According to. a third broad aspect there is provided a method or execution b

network entity, comprising: generating a cyber threat Intelligence report including a

reputation indicator for each of at least one traffic attribute; transmitting the cyber threat

intelligence report and an encoding rul to a packet manipulation device, the packet

manipulation device being operable to determine a traffic attribute of the received packet, to

determine a reputation indicator for the traffic attribute by consulting the cyber threat

intelligence report based on the traffic attribute of th received packet, t encode the

reputation indicator based on the encoding rule and to stain the packet in accordance w th the

encoded reputation indicator; and transmitting, to a network device that receives the stained

packet, a decoding rule to allow the reputation indicator encoded by the packet's stain to be

determined, th network device being operable to dispose of the packet based n the decoded

reputation indicator.



According to a fourth broad aspect, there is provided a method for execution

by a packet manipulation device, comprising; receiving a packet destined for a next network

element; determining a state for the received packet; modifying the packet in accordance with

the state and transmitting t e stained packet towards the next .network element.

According to a filth broad aspect, there is provided a method, comprising:

receiving decoding rale to.allow a reputation indicator encoded by a stain of a packet to be

determined; receiving a received packet having a stain determining a reputation indicator fo

the packet b applying the decoding rule to the stain of d e received packet; and disposing of

the received packet in accordance with the decoded reputation indicator.

According to a sixth broad aspect, there is provided a method, comprising;

receiving a cyber threat intelligence report from a carrier network element, the cyber threat

intelligence report including a reputation indicator for eac of at least one traffic attribute;

receiving a received packet; determining a traffic attribute of the received packet;

determining a reputation indicator for th received packet by consulting the cyber threat

intelligence report based on the traffic attribute of the received packet; and disposing of the

received packet in accordance wit the reputation indicator tor the received packet.

According to other broad aspects, there is provided a non-transitory computer-

readable medium comprising computer-readable instructions which, when executed b a

processing entity of a packet processing entity, cause the packet processing entity to

implement one or more of the aforementioned methods.

Brief o of the Drawings

These and other a res and aspects; of the present invention will become

apparent f m consideration of the appended drawings, in which:

ig. I is an architectural diagram showing network components Involved n

the collection and distribution of cybe threat intelligence -data throughout a carrier network,

n accordance with a non-limiting embodiment;

Fig, 2 shows a logical diagram n which an intelligence headquarters I. Q)

uses feedback to gather cyber threat intelligence data with vario network components, n

accordance with a non limiting embodiment;

Fig, 3 shows various forms of cyber threat intelligence data at different stages

of a threat intelligence data refining process performed by Q, in accordance with a non-

limiting embodiment;



Fig. 4 shows steps in the threat e l ge data refining process as performed

by IHQ, accordance w th a oofi~iiffi i n embodiment;

Figs. 5A and show interaction between IHQ and a plurality of sensors in

the carrier network during the threat intelligence data refining process;

Fig, 6 is block diagram depicting the delivery of refined cyber threat

intelligence data to a gateway n a customer network, in accordance with a non- m ing

embodiment;

Fig. 7 shows an example of refined cyber threat intelligence data in the form

of a customized threat report that includes a reputation indicator for each of a plurality of

traffic attributes, in aceordan.ee with a non-limiting embodiment;

Fig. S is block diagram depicting the delivery of refined cyber threat

intelligence data to an ingress packet a device in a carrier network, in. accordance

with a non-limiting embodiment;

Figs, 9A and 9B show an IPv4 packet and an IPv6 packet, -respectively.

.formatted to convey refined cyber threat intelligence data within the packet, in accordance

with non-limiting embodiments;

Figs. 1 A and 1.0B are b loc diagrams depicting the delivery of refined cyber

threat intelligence data to an ingress packet manipulation device as well as d codi g

information to a gateway in customer network, n accordance with non-limiting

embodiments:

Fig 11 shows an example of refined cyber threat intelligence dat in the form

of a customized threat report that include an encoded reputation indicator for each o a

plurality of traffic attribute in accordance with a non-limiting embodiment;

Fig. . is a block diagram depicting the delivery of refined cyber threat

intelligence data to an egress packet manipulation device in a carrier network, in. accordance

with a no-limiting embodiment; and.

Fig, 13 is a block diagram Illustrating a variant of Fig, OA, in which HQ is

located outside the carrier network.

t s to be expressly understood that the description and. drawings are only for

the purpose of illustration of c rt ai embodiments- of th invention and. are an aid. for

understanding. They are not intended to be definition of the limits of the invention.



rip i i of the Preferred E » i

Fig. 1 shows ars architectural n twor diagram, comprising a carrier network

0, The carrier network 10 Is owned/operated by carrier network operator such a

national or private telecommunications company. In the following s the terras

network operator" a d "carrier network" can be used in r hangea y whh the ter s "service

provider" and " i provider network", respectively. The carrier network provides

access to various peer networks 2 14, which together form part of a global system of

interconnected networks, collectively known as the Internet, Th carrier network connects

various local customer networks , to th tern et, typicall for a fee. Non-limiting

examples of customer networks 16, S Include enterprise networks (e.g., managed by

corporations. Institutions, etc, , Individual home networks (including those with multiple

network elements and those with a single network element) and dist i rtor rese ler networks.

Although the drawing shows two customer networks 6 , i should be understood that

there may he numerous customer networks that are serviced by the earner network .

The carrier network operator may enter Into a peering arrangement wit the

operator of each peer network 2, 14, and there may e hundreds of such peering

arrangements for a single carrier network operator. Thus, although the drawing shows two

peer networks , , t should e understood tha there ma be numerous peer networks

connected to the carrier network The peering arrangements establish the .rales by which

the earner network and the peer networks » 14 wil exchange traffic, with the

understanding thai both the carrier network operator and the operators of th peer networks

, 1 each stand to gain mutual benefit by allowing their networks to he accessed by the

others' customers.

The carrier network 10 includes numerous interconnected packet processing

entities 20. The packet processing entities 20 allow the establishment and management of

packet-switched connections between devices reachable on the customer networks , 8 and

either other devices reachable through a different custotner network or devices reachable

through the peer networks .2 , 14. Examples of network elements that may help m fulfilling

these functions generally include various types of routers, switches, gateways, bridges,

servers, multiplexers, an the like. Non-limiting examples of specific types of packet

processing entities .20 include web servers proxy servers, mail servers, remote access servers,

video distribution servers, digital subscriber line access multiplexers, core routers, edge



routers, domain sen-ice (DNS) servers* firewalls and the like. Other network elements

ca be used and will be known to those skilled in the art.

The carrier network 20 a so includes certain strategically positioned packet

processing entities, referred to as in-line packet manipulation devices, which have the ability

t ¾ ar or " '* transmitting packets at line speeds. Th packet manipulation devices

include "ingress" packet manipulation devices , which stain packets that are heading

towards the customer networks 16. 8 (e.g., fern the Internet), as wel as s packet

manipulation devices 42, which stain packets that a e leaving the customer networks , .

The staining functionality provided by the packet .manipulation devices 32 42 will he

described !a er on in greater detail

The architecture of Fig I also includes packet processing entities referred to

as the gateways 22, which provide acces to one or more customer networks 1.6, 8 .

Specifically, a given one of th gateways 22 may he located at an edge of a corresponding

one of the customer networks , , As such, a non-limiting example of a gateway 22 that

may e suitable in some embodiments is an edge router. Other no im ting examples of

gateway 22 include a firewall and an intrusion detection system (IDS).

The customer networks 6 , 8 provide network access to plural customer

devices 40. which can include intelligent telecommunications devices (e.g., smart phones,

desktop computers, laptops, tablets) as well as equipment having other functionality such as

controllers (e.g., for elevators, pumps, machines or other industrial uses), medical equip ent

appliances, heating/lighting apparatus, automobiles, etc. To enable local-area or wide-area

internetworked of these and other types of equipment, it Is possible to use

IPv6, which is described in Request For Comment (RFC) 2460 by th internet Engineering

Task Force (IETF) , hereby incorporated by reference herein (see

iittp://datatracker..iet£org/doc/rfe2460).

Communication of traffic amongst the packet processing entities 20, the

gateways 22, the ingress packet manipulation devices 32 and the egress packet manipulation

devices 42 can be achieved over data links (shown in solid lines Fig, ) that are owned *

operated or controlled by the carrier network operator. The traffic can e exchanged using

grey-network P, which employs physical ports or other interfaces that are not exposed to the

open Internet A non-limiting example description o grey-network P which uses private

network ranges not visible on the public Internet itself, s provided by Request For Comments

(RFC) by the Internet: Engineering Task Force TF hereby incorporated by reference



herein (see p:/ a a c er t ?g e i 9 ) In another non rn ting embodiment, one

or mor of th data links can fee virtual private network (VPN links.

The carrier t also comprises or has a connection to particular

network element (or network element cluster), hereinafter referred to as "intelligence

headquarters" (IHQ) 24 , which produces cyber threat intelligence data pertaining to particular

traffic attributes that are indicative of a threat. The traffic attributes being discussed here can

be of various types, including IP addresses (both as source a as destination) autono ous

system numbers (AS s, both as source and as destination)* domain names (both as source

and as destination), classless inter-domain routing (ODE) blocks (both as source and as

destination), pa oad heuristics (e.g., U L strings), source and destination port, protocol, th

traffic flow rate/volume (such as wry high rates, or very low b n periodic rates) * and the

tlrne-of-day patterns (such as off-hours), to name a few non-limiting possibilities. The cyber

threat intelligence data produced by IHQ 24 indicate, from the perspective of a given

one of the customer network .1.6, , threats that arise from an external entit and also threats

against internal assets, be they physical or f r ationa (e.g., classified data* personal

information, industrial control systems, business Information like strategic plans or trade

secrets / intellectual property ) . The cyber threat intelligence data produced by HQ 24 ay

also include indicators of threat severity,

HQ 24. is shown (m dashed lines) as communicating with the packet

processing entities 20 over control connections 34. Similarly, IHQ 24 Is shown as

communicating with the ingress packet manipulation devices 32 over control connections 36,

and with the egress packet manipulation devices 42 over control connections 46. finally,

IHQ 24 is shown as communicating with the gateways 22 over control connections 38. The

control connections 34, 36, 38, are viriuai links, in th sense that they are established over

a physical architecture in the carrier network 0 that can have a variety of implementations,

such as point-to-point or mesh. Communication over the control connections 34, 36, 42

ca fee achieved using grey- twor IP or VP N as previously discussed in addition to

serving as a conduit for information exchanged wit HQ 24, control connections 34, 36, 38

and 46 an be used to relay control .messages among the packet processing entities 20,. the

Ingress packet manipulation devices 3.2, the egr s packet manipulation devices 42 and the

gateways 22 Alternatively, the packet processing entities 20, the packet manipulation

devices 32, 42 and the gateways 22 can communicate control information to one another via

the data links otherwise used to exchange traffic



While Fig. 1 te IHQ 24 as being within the. carrier network , it. is

possible for IHQ 24 to be located outside the earner network 1 , such as n one of the peer

networks . 14 or elsewhere. I the latter ase control connections between Q 24 and the

various packet processing entities- 0,.packet manipulation devices 32, 42 and gateways 2

can- be established over the Internet or other non-secure network. These control connections

may therefore have varying levels of security.

n operation, according to one possible model, if a give one of the -customer

networks 1:6, 18 wishes to consume cyber threat intelligence data produced y I ! 24, the

operator of th given one of the customer networks 1 8 can subscribe to a threat.

.monitoring and/or assessment service offered by the carrier network operator. A fee may or

may ot be associated with this subscription. Other models will be apparent to those of skil

In the art. In one embodiment refined cyber threat Intelligence data (cyber threat intelligence

data that has been gathered and processed by 1 24, and is ready for consumption) may b

delivered to the gateways . 22 of the customer networks 16, 1 8 via control connections 38.

The gateways 22 may then proces traffic entering or exiting (or circulating within) th

customer networks 6, 1 based on the refined cyber threat Intelligence data, or they ay

further distribute- the refined cyber threat intelligence data to other devices in their respective

customer network , 8 . n another embodiment, the packet manipulation devices 32, 42 are

the recipients of the refined cyber threat intelligence data via control connections 36. Th

packet manipulation devices 32, 2 are tasked with manipulating received packets, which ca

be achieved by "marking" or g" the packets as they transit through the device. This

results i the refined yber threat intelligence being encoded into the traffic that i delivered

to or from the customer networks , 8 or peer networks , 4 Information for decoding

the encoded refined cyber threat intelligence data can then be provided to the- gateways 22 of

the customer networks 16, 18, allowing these device — s well as the customer devices 40

that they service —to properly -gauge the threat level of received packets. Alternatively, a

universal scheme for decoding refined cyber threat intelligence data can be adopted.

To generate the refined cyber threat Intelligence data, !HQ 24 carries oat a

threat Intelligence data refining process that involves communicating with a subset of th

packet processing entities 20 (hereinafter referred to as "sensors") .that are equipped with

monitoring capabilities. Examples of monitoring capabilities may include the capability to

monitor traffic flows, DNS queries, emails, text g phone calls, peer-to-peer session

and/or web accesses, to name a few non-limiting possibilities. It should b appreciated that



some one or more of the gateways 22, the ingress packet manipulation

devices .32 d the egress packet .manipulation- devices 42 may also have the functionality of

sensor.

E 2 can be implemented- by one or more co-located computing devices in

the carrier network . Alternatively, 24 ma be distributed amongs multiple locations

in the carrier network 1 . In yet another embodiment, I Q 24 may be implemented, at least

in part, by an entity outside of the carrier network 10 (e g., In one embodiment, IHQ 24 can

he implemented by a . processing entity (such as one or more microprocessors) that is

configured to read coded instructions from a storage medium 26. Acting on the coded

instructions results in -execution of th threat intelligence data refitting pro cess which ay

include the storage of data n a memory/database 28, the extraction of data from a

memory/database 28, the manipulation of data already contained in a memory/database 2 S

the transmission of a signal, the processing of received signa and/or one or mor other

tangible effects,

HQ 2 y fee accessible to network security management personnel via a

console 30. Alternatively, HQ 24 may be accessible over a network , the internet), in

either case . IHQ 24 may fee programmed (either on-site or remotely) to execute one or more

of t e functions disclosed herein. particular, parameters used by IHQ 24 to execute the

threat intelligence data refining process can be modified. Also, some security management

personnel may assist with execution of on or more steps of the threat intelligence data

refining process, either through the console 30 or remotely over network such as he

Internet.

W th additional reference to Fig. 2, there s shown a logical network diagram,

n which IHQ 24 co m cates with various cyber threat intelligence sources. The cyber

threat intelligence sources provide "raw" cyber threat intelligence data to IHQ 24. It is

envisaged that a secure socket layer (SSL) over IF (SSL-over-IP) or Pse connection from

IHQ 24 to the console 30 can e established for performing analytics and sustaining the

feedback loop with th various cyber threat intelligence sources. Other possibilities exist an

will be apparent to those of skill in the art

The cyber threat Intelligence sources nclud external sources (i .e ., sources

rom outside the carrier network 1 ) an internal sources (he , sources within the carrier

network 10) Examples of external cyber threat intelligence sources include external seed

source 202 and web proxy servers 204. Examples of internal cyber threat intelligence



sources include forensic s 206 n the carrier network 0 and sensors 2 A, 2 8

(ie, those of the network elements 20 that have monitoring capabilities). Although the

drawing two sensors 20SA, 20 , it should be understood that In actual practice, there

may be numerous sensors, Non-limiting examples of the various cyber threat intelligence

sources are now described n some detail

An example of raw cyber threat intelligence data that can provided by external

seed sources 202 is external seed in.tbrmati.0R. The externa! seed information ma relate to a

particular traffic attribute, and may include a combination of IP addresses, AS s, domain

names, Ci blocks and ay o d heuristics, to name a few non imi in possibilities. The

external seed information could come from a variety of s rces, including, without limitation,

open sources and closed sources. In some cases, open-source see information Is freely

available on the Internet through -groups with open memberships. Alternatively, the

information may simply be posted to websites. Lists of suspected " " Internet protocol

(IPs) addresses (such as spammers, distributed deniab -ser ee D S attackers, nefarious

domain name system (DNS) servers, or web-hosting sites) are published by various security

vendors, as well as iin.affiiiated/»ot-for--pfo.fit sites dedicated to security, such as the Spam

and Open Relay Blocking System (SORBS) or SparaHaqs. Open-source seed information

can also include- the signatures and profiles of known mat ware, available f om a sourc like

the .U.S. Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT). Th quality of open-source

seed information is as divers as the available suppliers. Nevertheless, a significant quantity

of valuable information is available on an open-source basis.

On th other hand-, closed-source seed information Is not publicly available

and is associated with information securit operations, intelligence gathering, and

relationships among carrier network operators / service providers (of which there are

hundred worldwide). These carrier network operators / service providers share intelligence

about compromised devices and networks on a practical and symbiotic basis at the

engineering level, even while they may be harsh competitors at the management level,

Customer complaints ar another form of closed-source seed information;

persons or businesses attempting t cope with degraded network service have a -tendency to

contact the carrier network operator / service provider because they may figure (erroneously)

that the degradation they are experiencing is related to network problem. Such support calls



- -

oft en reveal severely .compromised machines, i to the surprise of their owners who are

frequently running some form of repu table ami-virus -or intrusion detection software,

Another specific example of closed-source seed -information is security

product vendor intelligence, n feci, many vendors of security products provide data (such as

logged event information) to their customer base, based on observations from within the

customer base. The ability to extract intelligence from this data for applications not

associated with the ve dor' s security product vari es, a d is -usually tied to ownership of the

security product However, in so e cases it may be possible to extract intelligence from the

logged event Information of the security product For instance, the results of reputation look-

ops on inbound or outbound addresses networks, etc, may he visible in the event logs.

Parsing the event logs and providing the source/destination and reputation information to

i therefore rendered possible. Alternatively, some vendors may communicate data to

their security products through earte network communications., in which case the desired

intelligence ca he extracted through network packet capture and processing t should be

noted that each security product vendor applies ts own proprietary scoring of threat levels,

and therefore the scores provided by security product vendor are ot necessarily

standardized i any manner. Therefore, the extraction and use of security product vendo

Intelligence may require that a translation* system he included In HQ which aps threat

levels from one security product vendor t different but equivalent threat levels scores from

another vendor, or to a normalized threat level that is understood by HQ.

The aforementioned examples of external seed information can be obtained

fro numerous types of "communities**. E m include web, domain name system

(D S) network, peer-to-peer (P2P), messaging and anti-virus (AY) / mal are These broad

communities exist today ., having evolved as a matter of commercial market opportunities

(which have defined the vendors) and personal Interests (which have defined the volunteers).

Membership in these communities is neither restrictive nor prescribed; entities may be

members or suppliers t several, though not usually all, communities. Each community

possesses independent capabilities to generate its own Intelligence hut many of th Ps

domains an AS s identified hy one community are identified i the others. Similarly, they

all. possess false positives or expired intelligence, which is detected and expunged at different

rates.

It may be advantageous for the carrier network operator to be a member of

multiple different collection networks involving: the aforementioned communities. order to



obta n a much external seed information as possible, eve if it appears d d. Reasons

for extending the range of sources include sample richness, resiliency, redundancy.

Sample richness pertains to the fact thai the larger the sample, the greater that chance that a

given malicious IF, or ASN will enter the sample pool for assessment. Resiliency

and redundancy Improves the chances of obtaining relevant external see information during

th ti e when suppliers o such information are also t e stress and prone to degradation.

For example, if one source is disrupted or even compromised, the remaining sources ca

compensate through alternate data pathways.

eh ro y Seryers

An example of raw cyber threat intelligence data that can e provided by a

eb proxy server 204 in one or more of the customer networks , S s a web proxy server

log. Specifically, man large organizations implement web proxy servers for interna! users

accessing external resources on the World Wide Web ("the web"), as well as for other

services like file transfer protocol (FTP). These proxy servers have a variety of useful

securit purposes, from managing traffic consumption internally to limiting the types

content of web pages that users access, Web proxy settings are generally part of the

corporate browser configuration an read by any desktop/local software needing access to

Internet resources, including malware. Therefore, the raw cyber threat intelligence data

provided by web proxy ogs can contribute to the generation of refined cyber threat

Intelligence data when cross-referenced with a list of P addresses, domains a d AS s with

which malware is known to communicate.

An example of raw cyber threat intelligence data that can be provided by a

brensies module 206 in the carrier network is scratch seed information. Specifically, the

forensles module 206 detects a degraded device in the carrier network . and traces t to

external sources. For example, the forensles module 20 can begin with a single device

exposing an external malicious entity, which trader observation at the enterprise level or

carrier network operator level, exposes its relationships with other malicious or compromised

entities. The network communication patterns and protocols of these entities are then closel

observed for relatively simple criteria, such as outbound destination, port and protocols, and

especially the timing and traffic characteristics. The scratch see information therefore

includes particular traffic attributes.



s

The sensors- 20SA, 2 are involved in an iterative feedback loop w th

24 That Is to say. the sensors 20SA., 2 B provide raw cyber threat Intelligence to I Q 24.

receive refined cyber threat intelligence from IHQ 24, and produce more raw cyber threat

intelligence data b t by HQ 24. d so o .

With additional reference to Fig 3 the sensors 20 * 208.B monitor traffic

activity based on refined cyber intelligence data (e.g., a t list" 302) provided b

IHQ 24 in order to produce ra cyber threat intelligence data (e .g a respective "suspect

report" 304A, 304B), which is provided back to HQ 24 over the communication links 30

The "threat isP 302 can include a ist of particular traffic attributes that are indicative of a

threat. In. a non-limiting the same threat list 302 ay b provided to all sensors

2G8A, 20 8

For its part, th "suspect report" issued by a given sensor 20 A 2 includes

information relating to particular traffic attributes that are "suspicious *, from the point of

view of the given sensor 208A. 20 I According to one definition, which is by no means

limiting, a particular attribute is considered by a given sensor to be if.it s found

to be potentially compromised or threatened (I.e.. t may e Indicative of a threat). It s noted

that to confirm whether the particular attribute Is ndeed indicative of a threat. It is subjected

to processing by d e threat intelligence data refining process.

Th information provided by a given sensor 2 A, 20 B and relating to a

particular type of traffic attribute ca range from a si ple ndicatio that the particular traffic

attribute is suspicions, all the way to a variety of ancillary indicators (such as an event log)

that depend on the type of traffic activity being monitored by the given sensor ft should be

noted that some of the traffic attributes appearing on the suspect report 3Θ4Α. 30 B fr om

given sensor 20 A, 20 might not have appeared on the threat list 302, while some of the

traffic attributes appearing on the threat list 302 might not appear on the suspect report 304A,

304 f o &given sensor 2 A, 20 B.

In accordance with a possible embodiment, a given sensor 208 , 208B in the

carrier network ma be configured to monitor one or more from amon ma y type of

traffic activity. Only four (4) will b described but others w l become apparent to those of

skill n the art. These include (1) traffic flows: (if) domain name server (H queries; (i i)

messaging (the transmission of emails, text messages and telephony); and ( v peer-to-peer

(P2P) sessions. Each of these types of traffic activity s now described in greater detail.



Traffic Flow Monitoring

A given sensor 20SA, 2 S c a rs be part of a system o monitoring the flow of

traffic through network junction points, both internally to the carrier network 1.0 and at

borders wit h other providers (such as peer networks , or customer networks ) .

The analysis o f traffic flows (i. , "traffic analysis'") an show ambiguous devices talking to

suspicious destinations, and potentially who those destinations are in turn speaking. o as well

In a specific n-limiting embodiment, the sensor 2 A, 20 B can in p n cn

a proprietary but widely supported protocol irons Cisco Systems, San Jose, California, called

NetFlow, NetFlow (and other similar protocols, such as Internet Protocol Flow Information

Export — PF X), allows carrier network operators to .maintain a picture o traffic flows and

which are basic tools for managin network quality and assurance. This

information Is also useful or understanding the threats posed by entities using the carrier

network 10 for illicit and malicious purposes. Basic Information supported by NetFlow (and

other similar protocols, such as !P F X ) can include; source IP address, destination IP address,

source port, destination port, protocol. Ingress interface to the carrier network 10, a d

so e n natio about the type or qualit of service associated w th th traffic.

In another specific rron irn iing embodiment, the sensor 20SA, 20SB ca

implement the P a ow system, which is available from Arbor Networks, Chelmsford,

Massachusetts. The Peakflow system provides visibility Into routing, P flow, IPv6 and

app!i ation- layer ,

To collect the relevant data, the sensor 208 A, 208B receives the threat list 302

from 24, which identifies particular traffic attributes (e.g., IP addresses, AS s, do ai

names, C D blocks, payload heuristics, etc) that ar indicati v of threat. These particular

traffic attributes can be incorporated into a filter such that any communications tha possess

these attributes (i.e. are directed to o from the identified IP addresses, o match the

identified payload heuristics, etc) can be logged by th sensor 208A, 20SB as an "event".

The sensor 208A, 20S may reserve a section in memory for the purposes of recording the

logged events* or the event log may be communicated to off-site storage.

The information collected by the sensor 20 A based o the threat ist s

organized nto the suspect report 30 , 304B, By way of example, a example suspect

report 304, 304B that can be provided b a sensor 2. A, 2G B tha is confi gu red to monitor

traffic flows can include all or a subset of the following information in th event og

corresponding t a particular traffic attribute (not t he considered limiting): ( ) destination



address; « } destination port; (il ) protocol; (iv) payload heuristics; (v time arid da s of

traffic:; r of observed sessions; (mi) number of observed packets; (v i) traffic rates

A given sensor 20SA, 2 ca be part of a d n service (DNS)

n ra r which one. of the internet's critical workhorses. The domain name service

translates human-readable addresses (e ., w addtess.eo nto .machine-readable and -

ro tab e addresses (e.g., .123.255.255.255), f the domain name system were to fail most or

a e communication would slow o come to a stop. The DNS infrastructure in

carrier networks is large, and supports millions- of users and queries at a scale beyond most

enterprises. The D S i ft as r ctnte in the carrier network 10 includes a DNS server (not

shown) that responds to queries made b any of the cus tomer networks , .

The analysis of DNS data can provide valuable forms of intelligence, for

instance: which devices have been compromised by malware, who i attempting to control

the compromised devices, who is launching attacks against specific assets, and where are

they maliciously redirecting users (such as the identity of a compromised server),

To collect the relevant data, the sensor 208A, 208 B receives the threat list 302

from 24 which identifies particular traffic attributes (e.g., particular IP addresses. ASNs,

domain names, D blocks, etc.) tha are indicative of a threat. These particular traffic

attributes can be incorporated into a filter on a DNS server that processes DNS queries. Each

request to look up a particular P address o domain name identified as a potential threat (he.,

on threat list 302) can be logged by the sensor 20 A 2 B as an ven . Th sensor 20 A

208 B may reserve a section in memory fer d e purposes of recording th logged events, or the

event log ma e communicated to off-site storage.

The information collected by the sensor 20 , 20SB based on the threat list

302 is organised nto the suspect report 3 4A, 304B By way of example, an example

suspect report 3 4 , 30 B that can e provided by a sensor 208A, 208B that is configured to

monitor DNS queries can include a l or a subset of the following information n the event o

corresponding to a particular traffic attribute (not to be considered limiting); ( ) time and date

of request; (ii) source port; (iii) requested domain; (iv) requester source P (which, ot an

enterprise, might be a NATing gateway); v) P addresses response provided by the DNS

server (i.e., where did It send the requester?).



Me a e Monitoring

A g -sensor 20 A 2 can be part of a messaging infrastructure Is

configured to monitor the transmission of emails, test messages, instant messages and

telephony. n particular, it wi l be appreci ated that the messaging ft s r ctor can support a

variety of filters. Understanding the nature of these filters allows the reports they generate to

be applied to proactive threat -and risk- management. One distinction among different filters

involves "inbound" and o message filteri ng inbound filtering relates to messages

arriving at a messaging aggregation point from domains external to the destination ai

whereas outbound filtering relates t messages from an organization destined for external

domains. Inbound filtering metrics indicate threats to the organization, enterprise, or user

base h contrast, outbound filter reports are of particular interest because they can indicate

compromised Internal devices, which often . n their degraded state through the illicit e-

r ai! messages the start producing.

To collect the relevant data, the sensor 20 A, 20 B receives the threat list

from 24 which identifies particular traffic attributes (e.g., particular addresses, AS s

domain names, C D blocks* payloa heuristics, etc.) that are indicative of threat. These

particular traffic attributes can be incorporated into a .filter on a messaging server. Thus, in

addition to filtering incoming and outgoing email messages for illicit content suc as viruses,

phishing content, raalware and boik-maihngs/sparn (which .may be against the service-usage

policy), the messaging server also defects when messages originate from (or are destined to

or- contain) a particular IP address, domain name, payload heuristics, etc identified as a

potential threat ( .e ., on threat list 302). A single illicit message from given end-point

device ma be enough t indicate that the device has been compromised. Each illicit

essag can be logged by th sensor 2 A, 2 B as an ev n The sensor 20BA, 208B

may reserve a section in memory for the purposes of recording logged events, or the event

og may he communicated to o f site storage.

The information collected by the sensor based 20 A 208B on th threat list

3 2 is organised into the suspect report 3 A, 304B. By way of example, an example

suspect report 3 4A 304 that can be provided by a sensor 2 A, 20SB that is configured to

monitor the transmission of messages can include al or a subset of the following- information

in the event log corresponding to a particular traffic attribute (not to be considered limiting):

(I SMTP header information ( ) time and date of message processing; ( i) source P of

sender (which might he a NATing gateway); (iv) payload information..



A give sensor 2- A 208.8 cars be part of a traffic shaping In rastru re that

is configured to monitor an contro l such n as peer-to-peer (P2P) sessions among

users. The traffic shaping infrastructure is used to manage- the potentially huge traffic

volumes associated with the activities of F2 systems that threaten the overall network.

Traffic shaping analysis invo lve real-time inspection of Internet traffic

streams looking for telltale signs of P2F applications such as a aa e u!e hitTo ro nt. and a

range of similar tools. These applications distinguish themselves not just by large bandwidth

consumption, bat a so y the ports and protocols they use, the format of the p y oad, and. t he

P2P coordination server addresses they communicate with. Accordingly, the earner network

operator s traffic shaping infrastructure can also function as. a detection mechanism—

monitoring and- Issuing alerts when P2P sessions are initiated- from within a specific domain,

gateway or IP address. It should be appreciated tha since eo mand a d eont o information

requires only a small amount of data, even a small amount of P2 t ffi rom any end-point

device (not necessarily one specified by th threat list) may be enough to indicate that the

device may hav been compromised or is possibly engaged illicit activity such as copyright

violations.

To collect the relevant data, the sensor 20§A 20SB receives th threat list 302

fro Q 24. which identifies particular traffic attributes (e.g., particular P addresses, AS s

domain names, blocks, payload heuristics, etc.) that ar indicative of a threat These

particular traffic attributes can be incorporated into a filter used by the traffic shaping

infrastructure such tha any P2P communications that posses these attributes (i.e.. are

directed to or from (or contain) a particular IP address, domain name, payload heuristics, ete.

identified as a potential threat (i.e., on threat list 302)) ca be logged by the sensor 20SA,

208 B as an . The sensor 20 , 20.8B may reserve a section in memory for the

purpose of recording logged events, or the event -log may be communicated to off-site

storage.

The information collected by the sensor 208.A, 2088 based on the threat list

302 organized into the suspect report , 304 By wa of example, an example

suspect report 304A, 304B that can be provided by a sensor 20S.A, 20 B that s configured to

monitor peer-to-peer sessions can include the following information in the event log

corresponding to a particular traffic attribute (hot to be considered limiting); i) time and date;

(it) destination port; ( i) protocol and application; (iv) destination information.



With d reference to Figs. 2 and it will he seen thai m intelligence

set feeds into the sensors 20SA, 20SB (i.e., the threat s t 302) and a larger intelligence set

comes out (i.e., the suspect reports 304A, 304B). In accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention, th s larger intelligence set is fed to and processed by HQ 24, and s fe

hack into the sensors 2 A 208 in the form of a updated threat list 306 Generation of the

continuously updated threat list 306 f o the suspect. eport 304A, 304B can e described as

th result of a cyber threat intelligence data refining process, no described n .further detail

with additional reference to the flowchart in Fig 4, t should be appreciated that the

described steps do not need to be performed in the listed order,.

Step 0

HQ 24 collects raw cyber threat intelligence data from the cyber threat

intelligence sources. This can include receiving externa! seed information from the external

seed sources 202, receiving web proxy server iog(s) from the web proxy servers) 204,

receiving scratch seed Information from the forensics 206 and receiving suspect

reports 304A,. 304B from the various sensors 2 A, 208B (which, it is recalled, may Include

network elements that perform one or more of traffic flow monitoring, DNS query

monitoring, message monitoring and P2P monitoring (as described above), as well as

possibly other type of monitoring).

Step 420

IHQ 2 produce a comprehensive threa report 308 based on the raw cyber

threat intelligence data collected a step 4 , In a -non-limiting embodiment, and with

reference to Fig 3 the comprehensive threat report may be visualized as a table of

records, each record having a plurality of fields.

A first field of a given record can include a particular traffic attribute (e g . a

specific value of IP address, ASN, domain name, € 1 block, payload heuristic, etc.) or a

range thereof

A second field of t re same record can Include an aggregation of all logged

events pertaining to the particular attribute identified in the first field, as reported by the

various cyber threat intelligence sources,

For example, it ma happen that an IP address has threat indicators logged b

mor than on a d possibly a l sources: for Instance, for a given source (vie ti ) P address,

there may be logged events associated with D query on a known ad, destination do ain



an the associated I address. The device may t b logged establishing a network

session with the known bad IP addres by the traffic flo sensors, subsequently

detected logge establishing P2P command a d control sessions and eventually logged by the

messag ag in rasi.n cture as it attempts to bulk-send spam messages.

A third held of the same record can include a reputation indicator (e.g., a

graded "reputation obtained by processing the raw cyber threat .Intelligence

collected/obtained at step 41.0, Previous versions of d e comprehensive threat report can also

be factored into the analysis, it s noted that a carrier network operator is better positioned

than an equipment vendor to. combine suspect reports fr o multiple type of traffic activity

sensors, because the various t pe of sensors ar all within the carrier network operator's

control. I particular, solutions from security product vendors (e g., McAfee, Symantec,

Cisco, etc,) al rely on owned (and usually managed) by others. Therefore the

intelligence collection infrastructure i out of their control, as are the local networks,

administrators and the general environment. This means tha any I f madon gathered by a

security product vendor is susceptible to the injection of misinformation and corruption. On

th other band, cyber threat intelligence data from a carrier network operator, as has been

discussed herein, is derived from I rastructure owned by the carrier network operator and/or

under ts control. Therefore the fidelity/Integrity of the collected and refined intelligence can

be expected to be higher.

According to one model, which is by no means limiting, the reputation score

for a particular tr ffi c attribute reflects the extent to which IHQ 24 considers that traffic

characterized b the particular traffic attribute is compromised. Thus, a lower reputation

score for a particular traffic attribute could indicate that IHQ 24 considers that traffic

characterised by th particular traffic attribute Is deemed to be highly suspicious,

Conversely, traffic characterized b a particular traffic attribute that Is deemed by HQ 24 to

be trustworthy (or at least no suspicious) w ll result In a higher reputation score being

assigned to the particular traffic attribute.

The reputation score for a particular traffic attribute (e.g., a specific IP

address, ASH., domain etc.) can b derived fro the raw cyber threat Intelligence data,

for example, consider a suspect report , 3 4 received fror a sensor

20 A, 208B that performs traffic f ow monitoring. Depending on the nature of the devices

participating In a logged event (e.g., known botnet controller, spam engine, a ware drop

site, etc.) and also depending on the direction of the traffic i w, this may Influence the



degre to which 24 o d the logged event ihieai. For instance, the detection of

o ma d-and- o ro traffic (identified by destination, port and protocol and possibly

payload heuristics) towards destination known to be a otne controller is a serious event

and represents a serious security .risk IHQ 24 may therefore assign a low reputation scor to

the IP address associated with that destination. Conversely, email communications flo

directed to a device or organisation from a known spam engine may represent a lower risk

but can serve as a . useful indicator of the degree to which an organization and its assets are

being targeted (also referred to as S threat-to' information) . this. ease. 24 may set a

somewhat higher reputation score for the ΪΡ address associated with that device or

organization.

In anothe example, consider a suspect report 30 A, 3.04B received from a

sensor 20SA, 2 S that performs DNS query monitoring. The logged event information ca

provide HQ 24 wit intelligence about compromised devices potentially attempting to

establish automated cornmand~and~control -sessions without the user's/owner's knowledge.

For example, h some forms of ma ware, a DNS name i s encoded .as the ai! e

e nmand a d eontr ! address once a device has been compromised. Using a DNS name

rather than an IP address provides the botmaster (controller of the n alware with th ability

to change omman an -c ntr servers to avoid detection and for redundancy. However, if

a DNS server is configured to repor when a DNS name know to e used for eomniand-and-

control operati n is queried, this allows the carrier network operator t o commence response

operations earlier than would otherwise be possible. Specifi cally, in addition to the

eomraand-and-controi addresses itself, the logged event information collected b HQ 24

may reveal other useful information, such as the IP address of the victim, the machine's

operating system* the tim the a ware installed, the variant of a are a d so on. IHQ

24 can set a lower reputation score for the IP address of the victim. Alternatively or in.

addition, DNS lookup statistics can reveal incongruous matches between addresses and

domain names, or where a . legitimate website has it users redirected to malicious servers

masquerading as a legitimate site (an attack form known as. 'pharming ) i an effort to. steal

identity information and/or in eet devices.

In a furthe example, consider a suspect repor 30 A, 304B receive from a

sensor 2Θ Α 208B that performs message monitoring. The logged event information

reported b the sensor can be valuable to HQ 24 for a number of reasons. For example,

inbound messages sent to protected domains can provide mformation about targeted attacks



on branded assets and he l identify .machines that have been compromised sending

sources. Filtered outboun messages .may Indicate that a internal i has been

compromised and is attempting to use pre on! g red messaging services for illicit purposes.

The P address of th s internal device can b assigned a ow score,

n yet another example, consider suspect report 3 4A 3Θ4Β received from

sensor 20 A 208 3 that performs peer-id-peer session monitoring. The logged event

information reported by the sensor can be valuable t 24 for a numbe of reasons. For

example. t has been observed that P2P protocols are frequently used for eommand-and-

control signaling by raalware a d nets. Also, P2P clients are embedded w th

rnaiware, which will support f e sharing according to use expectations, h st w i l also inde

and surreptitiously expose everything on t e host computer a d any available network drives.

In this way, personal or corporate information residing on th system or local network wi l

become exposed to the F2P network in fact, upon analyzing P2P search strings cascading

through the file sharing networks, one can expect to f n evidence of ri related to

espionage and identity theft. Therefore, the aforementioned logged event information related

to P2 sessions can be of great use in threat assessment and mitigation. Thus, in an. example,

FIQ 24 .may assign a low reputation score to any IP address found to be Involved In a P2

session abiding by a certain protocol

n addition, the reputation score for a particular traffic .attribute (e.g., a specific

IP address, ASM, do ain etc.) can be impacted by number of additional factors, These

include;

the number of cyber threat intelligence sources that have revealed the

particular traffic attribute as a potential threat. Specifically, a greater nu ber of

suspect reports or seed sources on which the particular traffic attribute appears can

have a ri effe ct on the reputation score;

the origin of the ra cyber threat intelligence (external versos internal);

the nature of the seed information. For example, open source seed information

could be given a lesser w igh whereas closed source seed information could be

attributed a greate weight. n another embodiment, scratch source seed Inibrrnation

may be given the greatest we ht n still another embodiment, seed Information from

law enforcement can be given the maximum weight;



the .number of logged events. pertaining to the particular traffic attribute.

Specifically, a greater number of logged events pertaining to the particular traffic

attribute ca have a weri ng effect the reputation score:

the types of monitoring performed by the sensors 2 A, 2 B that have

revealed the particular traffic attribute as a potential threat Specifi cally discovering

that a specific IP address h been revealed b a peer-to-peer monitoring sensor ca

have a lowering effect on the reputation score;

the amount of time elapsed sinc the particular traffic attribute last appeared

the raw cyber threat intelligence. n this sense, the previous version of the

comprehensive threat report is consulted and a e factor" is applied order to

reflect the fact that reputation score for a particular 0? address, ASN or domain

improves e . rises) as ore time passes since the occurrence of a logged event.

Decay factors may vary by threat sensor type (e.g., peer-to-peer monitoring sensors

ma b given the highest rate of decay, with traffic Sow monitoring sensors being

given the lowest rate of decay due to, or example, Bot t beaconing). The decay

factor can b dynamic, meaning that the rate of deca can accelerate or decelerate as

time passes,

it should be appreciated that the various weights, decay f tors and reputation

score adjustments discussed above are configurable* and can be adapted to suit operational

requirements. Configuration can b manual or auto atic and can occur via console 30 or the

internet, to name two non-limiting possibilities.

Refined cyber threat intelligence data is extracted fro the comprehensive

threat report 30 An example of refined y er threat intelligence data is the updated threat

l st 306 The updated threat list 306 ca be created fr m the comprehensive threat report 308

In numerous ways. In one specific non~IIniiting example, 24 can identify particular

traffic attributes having a reputation score lower th a a certain threshold value, and to group

the identified traffic attributes into the threat list For example, when the reputation scores

range from to 10, o e can conceive of a threshold value, such as 2 or 3 Any traffic

attributes for which the reputation score Is belo ibis threshold could be considered severe-

threats and would make their way onto the updated threat l st 306 Other ways of producing

the updated threat list 306 from the comprehensive threat report 308 w be apparent to those

of skill In the art.



For example, s possible that IP addresses, domain, A Ns and blocks

appear automatically on threat list du to overt, malicious activity and are assigned a low

(bad e score merely by virtue of being in the comprehensive threat report 308 rather

than according to reputation logic. For i sta ce, a massive S attack is observed from

..many addresses inside a specific. A . These IP addresses especially, and perhaps the

entire A S may be automatically added to the threat list 308 as a matter of accessary,

summary judgment t preserve th integrity of the network. The. evidence associated with

these IP addresses may then be entered subsequently into th threat list 306 to manage- the

appropriate decay and rehabilitation. Still other ways o f producing the updated threat list 30

from the comprehensive threat report 308 will be apparent to those of skill in. the art.

The updated tteeat list 306 created at step 43 Is used as the threa list

(previously numbered 302) that is ed back to the sensors 20 A, 20 In turn, the sensors

208A, 20 produce updated, "richer'' suspect reports 304A, 304¾ and so on. This next

generation of suspect reports is considered richer because it may include certain traffic

attributes (e.g., particular IP addresses ASNs, domain names, CIDR blocks, payload

heuristics, etc.) that were not included in previous generations A few examples may help

illustrate this point.

In one example, IHQ -24 obtains, from the suspect report 304A, 304B of a

sensor -208 , 2 tha performs DNS quer monitoring, logged securit event information

about specific end-point devices that were found to be looking up suspicious domain names.

A s per operation of the threat intelligence data refining process, the IP addresses of these end-

point devices now appear o the updated threat list 306 which is then ted t the sensor

208A, 208B that perform traffic flo monitoring. This allows the sensors 208A, 208B. that

perform traffic flow - onitori ng t discover attempts to communicate with secondary

comrnand~and~conirol IP addresses thai had not been previously identified. In this manner,

new intelligence is generated about suspicious I addresses / networks, based on the

communications patterns from compromised devices discovered through the compound effect

of DNS query monitoring and traffic flow monitoring.

n another example, IHQ .24- obtains, from the suspect report 304A, 4B of a

sensor 208 A, 20 B that performs message monitoring logged security event info rmation

about specific end-point devices that were found to be sending illicit messages. As per

operation o f the threat intelligence data refini ng process, the IP addresses of these end-point



devi e now appear on the updated threat lis! . which is then fed to 208A, 2088

thai perform traffic flow monitoring, This allows the sensors 20SA 208B thai perf or traffic

flow monitoring to discover attempts to o with secondary command-and-eontroi

IP addresses that had been previously identified. h th s manner, new intelligence is

generated about suspicions IP addresses / networks, based on the co unicatio s patterns

from compromised devices discovered through the compound effect of message monitoring

and traffic .fl o monitoring.

Similarly, if a device Is found to e propagating phishing attacks, the domain

names coded with the messages ( g., fake basking sites) will appear on the updated threat

list fed to the sensors 208 A , 208 B tha perio N S query monitoring. This results i the

potential discovery of additional suspicious P addresses / networks, based on the

communications patterns from compromised devices discovered through the compound effect

of message monitoring and DNS ¾ e r y monitoring.

n ye another example, Q 24 obtains, from the suspect report 304A, 3 4B

of a sensor 20 A 208B tha performs P2 monitoring, logged security event information

about specific end-point devices that were b d to e engaging n P2P communications. As

per operation of the threat intelligence data refining process, the P addresses of these end-

point devices now appear on the updated threat is 306, which i then fed to sensors 208

20 8 that perform traffic flow monitoring. This allows th sensors 20 , 20 B that perform

traffic flow monitoring to discover attempts t communicate with secondary c n an and

control IP addresses thai had not been previously Identified. In this manner, new intelligence

is generated about suspicious IP addresses / networks, based on the communications patterns

from compromised device discovered o the eomponnd effect of P2P monitoring and

traffic flow monitoring.

Similarly, the names associated with the destination IP addresses of

P2P communications (as deierniined through reverse DNS lookups) can be made to appear on

the updated threat list. 3 6 ed to the sensors 2 ί ) Α 2 B that perform. D S query monitoring

and message monitoring. This results n the potential discovery of additional suspicious IP

addresses / networks, based on the communications patterns from .compromised devices

discovered through the compound effect of P2P monitoring and message monitoring and/or

DNS query monitoring.

i t should be appreciated that although th above iterative process of updating

the threat list 302, 306 may continue indefinitely, the siz of the threat list 302, 0 would not



necessarily grow indefinitely. Th s is because the number of compro ise devices is not

finite.

n fact, certain traffic a i disappear from the threat ist they

have been "rehabilitated' Thus, owners of compromised devices wh become aware of

compromise tl x the problem will not be unduly penalized, as would he otherwise occur with

industry standard "black f sts that d not benefit from the continual refinement of cyber

threat intelligence as described herein. According to the iterative process of generating the

threat list 302, 06 described herein, the reputation score for a given traffic attribute ma rise

beyo d the threshold, possibly causing it t be omitted fr m a subsequent version of the

threat list 302, 306.

As such, compromised, llicit and malicious devices and networks will he

" orr and " " In a li cycie tha becomes observable (i.e., by observing changes n th

threat st 302,, 30b }. Bo represents the point in time that the device or network is

observably compromised (or put int Illicit operations by its owner). " i " represents the

point in time where the compromised/illicit device or network is cleaned and repatriated by

its owner, or is taken off line permanently. betwee these points in time is the period

where illicit activity is occurring- -possibly unbeknownst to its owner and the rep abon

score of the device or network Is changing, typically becoming worse but potentially

becoming better the device or network is incrementally healed. For example, the owner

ay apply anti-spam protection or the carrier network operator can. apply upstream

mitigations (e.g., the carrier network operator may allow the device to send and receive

legitimate we traffic on port SO, but filter out DDOS fi on higher ports or .DDOS traffic

on the same port 80).

It may be Illustrative to describe the Iterative creation of refined cyber threat

Intelligence data more generally, such as with reference to Figs, 5A and SIX Specifically, as

shown In Fig. 5A, a first version of the threat list is sent to a . first cyber threat Intelligence

source and to a second cyber threat intelligence source (e.g., sensors A and B). Raw cyber

threat intelligence data A and B is obtained from the first and second cyber threat intelligence

sources, respectively Q 24 then c eates an updated threat list based on at least the raw

cyber threat intelligence data A and . The updated threat list may contain new or omitted

traffic attributes, relative to the threat ist. This means that feeding this (refined) information

bac into the cyber threat intelligence sources could reveal new intelligence.



d , as shown in Fig the updated threat list is fed back to the first am

second threat intelligence sources (e.g., sensors A .and B , which generate updated taw cyber

threat intelligence A and 8 . Q 24 then generates a ne updated threat list based on at least

the -updated raw cyber threat intelligence A and 8 , and so on. This can reveal new cyber

threats tha were previously unknown, or it may reveal that previous cyber threats have bee

rehabilitated. Therefore, each new updated threat is begets new raw cyber threat

Intelligence data, and so on.

Ae n .4

The refined cyber threat intelligence data contained n the comprehensive

threat report 308 produced a step 420 can be c e depending o th recipient for

which is intended (e.g., the gateways 22 at the edges of th customer network , or the

packet manipulation devices 32, 42 n the carrier network 0), The result s a customized

threat report for a given recipient. Further details regarding the structure of a customized

threat report different scenarios will be provided below with reference to Figs- 6 t .

The carrier network operator can take Into consideration the competitive

nature of individual customer networks 16, 1 when producing the customized threat report

for a g en customer network. For example, the customized threat .report destined for one of

the customer networks , I S can include detailed information (e.g., event logs) about the

devices in the that network, ye only general -information (e.g., P addresses only) about the

devices in competitor's network,

A custo ize threat report can also be designed to expose malicious activity

from different geographic regions around the world, b type of device or any other technical

profile (time, date, force and velocity, duration, etc.). This information can also be

aggregated Into comparative dashboards customized by industrial sector, allowing managers

to compare the degree of measurable threat activity against their assets versus the median or

for the industry as a whole, or across all industry or even with the entire carrier

sample set which may e national in its coverage).

p

The customized threat reports are distributed to their recipients. This will be

described below with reference to Figs, 6 to 1 ,



te 60

pon receipt of a threat report from Q. 24, a gateway 2.2 in a

give one of the customer networks 16, , or a packet manipulation evice 32, 42 n the

carrier network 0, ma take a variety of actions. This wi l be described below with

reference to Figs, 6 t B .

Reference is now mad to Fig. 6, in which there .is provided a block diagram

depicting the delivery of a customized threat report 6 to the gateway 22 in customer

network , i accordance with a non-limiting embodiment. This situation ma arise in the

scenario where organizations have multiple "homes with different SPs via respective

gateways and they want to enable certain ones of the gateways with cyber threat intelligence

data. In anothe scenario, the organization ight want a copy of the cyber threat Intelligence

data for internal purposes, so as to proa tive y address threats (for instance, an infected laptop

brought in by an employee) before the are visible outside the customer network ,

The customized threat report may tak on a variety of formats. In one

specific example, shown In Fig. 7 and not to be considered limiting, the customized threat

report 6 can e conceptualized as plurality of records, such as, illustratively, a table with

multiple rows. Each ro includes three (3) fields, namel a "type field, a value field and a

"rep utation indicator" field. For a given row, the contents of th "type" field indicates the

type of traffic attribute that the row pertains to, such a fo example, a ΪΡ address, an AS ,

a domain name, a D block or a pay oad heuristic (or a range thereof). For that sa e

given row, the contents of the "value" field indicates a particular instantiation of th traffic

attribute. Finally, for that same given row, the contents of th "reputation Indicator" field

ndicate the reputation indicator (e.g., a "reputation score") associated with the traffic

attribute whose type and value were indicated in the first and second rows, respectively,

n this particular case, the first row pertains t Ρ address I92. 16S 2 23 which

is associated with the reputation indicator ¾P, the second row pertains to IP addresses in the

range 92 .1 8X to 1 2 .16 .1,255, which are associated w th the reputation Indicator "g ,

th third row pertains to ASK number 577, which is associated wit the. reputation indicator

¾ an the fourth row pertains to the domain "bad domal cxvu " which Is associated with

the reputation indicator " . It is assumed that the reputation indicators are assigned

according to a universal convention or any legend that s understood by the intended recipient

of the threat report , A universal convention can be a nnrlii-vendor and/or

multi-carrier agreement that defines the significance of a variety of reputation indicators, and



may be accepted amongst two or more carriers, or the industry e , or published

in an ETF Request For Co ents (RFC). By "universal * t is not implied that a l carriers or

vendors must recognize a nv ntiom but rather that there be some agreement a ong

some ve dors or carriers as to he meaning of i er nt reputation indicators,. Such a universal

convention may take on .many fo r s In a simple case, it may e that the reputation

indicators vary i a" to " with a representing the highest score (best reputation) and

* * representing the lowest score (worst reputation). Man variants will become apparent to

those of skill in the art. For example, there may be n ance to allow for distinction among

geographic location, time of day, credibility (bow reliable i the reputation indicator to begin

with), industry sector, and other parameters. In addition, the customized- threat report 610

y include an indication of whether the threat posed by a . particular traffic attribute is

exclusive to the case where the particular traffic attribute matches the source (or,

alternatively, the destination) of a received packet This information ca e used to

distinguish between threat agents and threatened assets.

The customized threat report 61.0 may b distributed to the gateway 22 in a

number of different ways. For example, a poin po technique could be used, wherein

the gatewa 22 has an IP address an 1 Q 24 encapsulates the customized threat report 6

into packets that ar specifically destined fo that gateway's IP address. The customized

threat report 6 reaches the gateway 22 ove the control connection 38.

Alternatively, a multicast distribution technique can be used, whereby the

gateway 32 may join a multicast group. Specifically, one or more of the packet processing

entities 20 may b designated as a multicast router, and the gateway 22 can send "subscribe

request" to. the nearest multicast router, identifying the multicast group that i wishes to. join,

! 24 may send the customized threat report 61 to a l members of the multicast group

including the gateway 22, using an IP multicast transmission technique A non-limiting

example description of IP multicast transmission for IPv4 is provided by Request For

Comments (RFC 12 by the internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), hereby incorporated

by reference herein (see http // atari »c er. tf.or doc/rf ), It has been extended for

IPv6 through RFC 2375, hereby incorporated by reference herein (see

http://datatraeker.ieti:org/doc/rfc2375).

It should be appreciated thai members of a multicast group are different (e.g.,

have different IP addresses) hut share a common trait and therefore multicast groups may be

formed on the basis of a variety of common traits. For example, a multicast group can be



formed on the basis of a ontm desire of the e of the group to rece ve a new version

of th customized threat report 6 every time there s a change to the information it contains.

Another multicast group can be formed on the basis of a common desire of the members of

the group to receive only the differences (additions, changes a d deletions) in the customized

threa t report 610 on a periodic basis. Multicast .groups can also be .formed on the basis of the

industry sector that characterizes th customer network. As such, first multicast group can

be created for members of the financial services industry, a ther for members of the oil and

gas sector, yet another t r universities / educational institutions et Other features that may

be common t a single multicast group but may distinguish among individual multicast

groups include service level and assurance, e g . members of a particular multicast group wil

only be sent information about traffic attributes having a reputation score below a certain

level which can reduce processing and memory requirements. In yet another variant,

different multicast groups can be formed for different subscription tiers. For examp le one

multicast group may include as its members those network elements that subscribe to

service tier whereby only the most severe threat agents are identified, while another multicast

group may include as its members those network elements that subscribe to a service tier

whereb ail known threat agents are identified i t should also be appreciated tha a multicast

group may include one or more members and that a network element can be a member

of zero on or more than one multicast group.

Upon receipt of the customised threat report 6 , the gateway 22 stores the

customized threat report 6 10 in a memory and uses the information in the customized threat

report 6 when processing future packets received from the carrier network 10 over the data

links. Specifically, with continued reference to Fig 6, the gateway 22 receives a packet 620

from th carrier network . The gateway 22 determines whether the/received packet 620 has

any of the traffic attributes contained in the customized threat report 610 that was previously

stored in the e ory, If there is a match, i.e., if the gateway 22 determines a traffic attribute

of the received packet 620 that appears in th customized threat report 6 , then the gateway

22 obtains the reputation indicator (e.g., a reputation score) associated with that traffic

attribute, as specified by the customised threat report 610. The gateway 2 the disposes of

the packet 620 based on the reputation score, t is assumed that the gateway 22 knows a

priori the meaning of different reputation scores, e,g., the- gateway 22 can distinguish between

well and poorly reputed packets. The significance of a particular reputation score

rmation can he provided y Q 24 or by another carrier network element



Disposal of the packet 62 can lake an different forms. For example, in a

simple case, th gateway 22 may discard the packet 620 (ste 640} when the reputation score

is low a d may release the packe 620 into the remainder the customer network 6 (see

ste 630) when the reputation score is high or when no matching traffic attribute could be

fou d. Another possibility is fo the gateway 22 to signal an. alarm to 1 24 or to another

arn e network element when receipt of a packet with a low reputation seore is detected. Yet

another possibility is for the gateway 22 to modify the packet 620 as a function of the

reputation score. Still other possibili ties wil become apparent to those of skill n the art.

For example, consider the non-limiting case where the customer network 6

supports hundreds or thousands of end-point devices behind just a few IP addresses. n a

specific but non-limiting example, DNS requests for domains on the threat list 302 ay have

been logged by erne or more sensors 208A, 20 B w th precise time source port and domain

request information. Th s event .information can e provided as par of the customized threat

report 610 delivered to the gateway 22. The gatewa 22 can correlate the received event

information with event information from firewalls or other devices within the customer

network 6 to e which .internal end-point devices made the D S requests to the

do ain o the threat list 302,

in another specific but nondlmitlng example messages containing viruses,

ma!ware, ph s ing and spa have been logged by one or ore sensors 2 A, 208B with

precise SMTP header Infbrrnafion.. Th s event information can be provided as part o the

customized threat report 0 delivered to the gateway 22, The gateway 22 can correlate th

received event information with event information from a messaging server in l e customer

network 16 t determine which Internal end-point devices sent or received) messages

containing viruses, malware, pthshlng or spam.

i a further specific but non-limiting example, observed P2P traffic may have

been logged by one o sensors 2 8Ά 2 88 w th precise time, port protocol and

destination information. This event information can b provided as part Of the customized

threat report 6 delivered to the gateway 2.2. The gateway 22 can correlate the received

event information with event information from firewalls and other security proxy servers to

determine which internal end-point devices were involved in sending or receiving 2P traffic.

Reference is now made to Fig. 8 which there is provided a block diagram

depleting the delivery of a ensto ed threat report to the ingress packet manipulation device



32 connected to peer network 12, accordance w th a no m iting embodiment

Specifically, 24 formulates a customized threat report § .

The customized threat report 8 be distributed i the ngress packet

manipulation device 32 in a number of ff ways. For example, a point-to-point

technique could be used, wherein IHQ 24 encapsulates the report 8 0 into

packets that are specifically destined for the ingress packet manipulation device 32

Alternatively a multicast distribution technique can be used, whereby the ingress packet

manipulation device 3 may o a multicast group. Specifically, the ingress packet

manipulation device 32 can send "subscribe request" to th nearest multicast router,

identifying the multicast g up that it wishes to jom. I 24 may semi the customised threat

report 810 to all members of the multicast .group, including the ingress packet manipulation

device 32, using an multicast transmi ssion technique as has. been previously described. n

either case, the customized threat report 810 reaches th ingress packet manipulation device

32 over the control connection 36.

The customized threat report 810 may take on a variety of formats, such as the

o e previously shown with reference to Fig. ? . Upon receipt of th customized threat report

8 , the ingress packet manipulation device 32 stores th customised threat report 810 in a

memory and: uses the information in the c stomize threat report 0 when processing future

packets received by the carrier network 0 fro peer network 1.2.

With continued reference to. Fig. 8, consider no the operational scenario i

which the ingress packet .manipulation device 32 receives a packet 2 te m peer network 12..

The Ingress packet manipulation device 32 determines whether th received packet 820 has

any of the traffic attributes contained th customised threat report 810 that was previously

stored in the memory. If there is a match, i.e., if the. ingress packet manipulation device 32

determines a traffic attribute of the received packet 820 that appears in the customized threat

report 6 0, titers the ingress packet manipulation device 32 obtains the reputation Indicator

(e.g., a reputation score) associated with that traffic attribute, as specified by the customized

threat report 810.

The ingress packet manipulation device 32 then takes an action. I one

embodiment this action includes staining the packet 82 with the reputation score, which

yields a stained packet 830, That i to say, the ingress packet manipulation device 32

modifies a portion of the packe 820 in order to allow the stained packet 830 to carr the

reputa tion score. The portion of th packet 820 that is modified can depend th format of



the packet , For the pack 820 may IPv4 packet or a IPv6 packet, to

name but two non-limiting -possibilities.

In the case where the packet 820 is an IPv4 packet it header will have a

format - hov in Fig. 9A. m this ease, the TOS (T pe-Of S rvic ) field 9 may be modified

so as -to carry the reputation score. Alternatively, the reputation may h added to the

header options 920 of an IPv4 packet. Still other possibilities wi occur to those of skill n

the art For instance, the traffic flow may be -encapsulated into tunnel, such that the outer

layer of the IP flow has non-st&Ined headers, while the inner flow possesses the stained

header el me ts,

the case where the packet 820 Is an IPv6 packet, its header will have a

format show in g, 9 . In this ase , header extensions can be used to- carr the reputation

score, which ca mean that the: x header flag 930 is changed to indicate the presence of an

extension header, a d a corresponding extension header 940 is created and pop ulated with the

reputation score. Still other possibilities will occur to those of skill in the art For instance,

th TOS or Flo Label header elements could b used for carrying the reputation score.

n another embodinieut, the action taken by the ingress packet manipulation

device 32 includes conditionally staining the packet 820. e .g. staining the packet 82-0 (as

described above) only if its reputation score above a certain -threshold. Otherwise, the

ingres packet manipulation device 32 discards (or quarantines) the packet S20, logs the event

an optionally signals this occurrence to IHQ 24, Th s approach can prevent the propagation

of poorly reputed packets. Of course, there ar many variants, including more sophisticated

processing of the reputation score to account for differences in geographic location, time- of

day, credibility (how reliable is the reputation score to begin with), Industry sector, and other

parameters. Also, the action taken can have a rich range of variability, such as differences in

quarantine duration, logging and other processing.

Assuming that the action taken by th ingress packet manipulation device 32

involves staining the packet 820, the stained packet 830 is released into the carrier network

0 (as if ad never been -intercepted by the ingress packet manipulation device 32 The

gateway 22 receives the stained packet 830, determines the reputation score from the

modified portion of the stained packet 83 and disposes of i based on the reputation score. t

is assumed that the gateway 22- knows a priori the meaning of different reputation scores,

e.g., the gateway 2.2 can distinguish between well and poorly reputed packets. This

information can be provided by IHQ 24 or by another carrier network element. Disposal o



the stained packet 830 ca take y different forms. For in a simple ase, the

gate wa 22 may discard (or quarantine) the stained packet 830 (step 64 F) when th .reputation

score is low and may release the stained packet 830 into the remainder of the customer

network 6 (see step 630) when d e u score s high or when no matching traffic

attribute could be found. Another possibility is for the gatewa 22 to signal an alarm t IHQ

24 or to another carrier network element when d e stained packet 830 is found to have a low

reputation score. Yet another possibility is for the gateway 22 to modify the packet 83 as a

function of the reputation- score. S ii other possibilities will become apparent to those of skill

in the ar

et another embodiment the gateway 22 simply forwards th stained packe

830 to the ultimate recipient (e.g., the customer devlee 40), and t i the customer device 40

tha disposes of the stained packet 830. It s assumed that the customer device 40 knows a

priori the meaning of different reputation scores, e.g., the customer device 4 can distinguish

between we l and poorly reputed packets. This information can e provided b IHQ 24 o

another carrier network element (vi d gateway 22 .

Reference is ow made to Figs. OA and 3, in which there is provided a

block diagram depicting the delivery of a customized threat report 1.010 to the ingress packet

manipulation device 32 connected to peer network 2 in accordance with two non-limiting

variants of a n n-limiting embodiment. Fig. DA, IHQ 24 s within the carrier network 10,

and is connected to ingress packet manipulation device 3.2 by control connection 3 and to

gateway 22 by control connection 38. In contrast. In Pig. , IHQ 24 is outside of the carrier

network , more specifically In peer network 14 . A control connection 36* is established

between H 24 and ingress packet manipulation device 32, while a control connection 38*

Is established between IHQ 24 and gateway 22. in a non-limiting embodiment, one or both

of the control connections 36*, 38* ay traverse Internet, making them potentially less

trusted than control connections 36, 38.

Th e threat report Oi O may be distributed to the ingress packet

manipulation devlee 32 in a number of different ways. For example, a point-to-point

technique could be used, wherein IHQ 2 encapsulates the customized threat report 0 1 into

packets that ar specifically destined for the ingress packet manipulation device 32

Alternatively, a multicast distribution technique can be used, whereby the Ingress packet

manipulation device 32 may join a multicast group. Specifically, the ingress packet

manipulation device 32 can send a "subscribe request to the nearest multicast router.



deutif mg the multicast grou tha it wishes to join, II-!Q 24 may se d the customized threat

report 0 to a l members of the multicast group, including the Ingress packet

device 32 usin /an IP multicast transmission techniqne as has een previously described. In

either ase the customized threat repor O reaches the ingress packet manipulation device .

32 over th control connection 36, 36*.

Upon receipt of the customized threat report 1 the ingress packet

manipulation device 32 stores the customised threat report 0 10 in a memory and uses the

information in the customized threat report 1.0 when processing future packets received by

the carrier network from peer network 12. For this reason, i is instructive to consider th

content of the customized threat report 1010, which ma take on a variety of formats, art

example of which w l now be described with reference to Fig . Specifically, Fig.

shows a customized threat report that similar t the one shown in Fig, 7 , except thai the

"reputation Indicator " field has been replaced with an. "encoded reputation Indicator" field.

The nuniber of hits/octets available to store the encoded i putation indicator is not material to

the present Invention, and ay vary. in different e .

In o e , an encoding rule is used to transform what was formerly th

reputation score into an encoded reputation score.. The encoding rule can tak on a variety of

forms, In one embodiment, the encoding rule is a one-ibr-one mapping (e.g., a lookup table)

between reputation scores and encoded reputation .scores.

It should be appreciated that the encoding rule .may, in another example,

consist of a legend that pertains to elements customized by the carrier network operator. For

instance, a reputation indicator can include a number of hits that encode a reputation score

generally recognized in the industry (according to baseline taxonomy}, as well as several

bit that encode reputation score wh se significance known only to the carrier network

(and its subscribers* customers, etc Thus,, the encoding .ru e can b applicable to only par

of the reputation Indicator, namely the part that pertains to a customized reputation score.

t should als b appreciated thai to increase security, which may be

particularly appropriate in the embodiment of Fig, where control connection 36* ma

traverse the Internet and/or a non-trusted network, th encoding rule can be one that cannot

he easily "guessed" by a third party that intercepts a stained packet downstream, thus

preventing such third party .fro m easily changing (either downgrading or upgrading) th

reputation score of the stained packet. To this end, the- encoding ru e can be dynamic (l ,e ,

change over time). In another embodiment* the encoding rule ca involve encryption of the



reputation score with an encryption key. The encryption key .may be symmetric or it may be

a private key of a private/public key pair, used to " the reputation score, the private

(encryption/signing) ke be obtained fr o a agent under a lice se, In such a scenario,

t agent licenses the private key to entities (such as IHQ 24} that it trusts wil implement

fair assignment of reputation scores. Purthermore : the private key itself .may change over

time.

In addition, the inverse of the encoding rule, referred to as the "decoding ro e*' ,

is sent to potential recipients of stained packets. These may include a variet of packet

processing entities in the carrier network i customer networks 6, 18 or peer networks 2,

4 . : a first non-limiting example, the gateway 22 in the customer network is considered

as a potential recipient of stained packets. Therefore, H 2 sends the decoding rul 1020 to

the gateway 22 via the corresponding control connection 38, 38*. The gateway 22 can store

the decoding rule 1020 in a memory. In a second no -lim ing example, the customer device

40 i the customer network is considered as a potential recipient of stained packets

Therefore, IHQ 24 sends the decoding rule 1020 to the customer device 40 via the gateway

22 and the corresponding control connection 38. 38 * The customer device 40 can store th

decoding rule 1 20 in a memory. t should e appreciated that the same decoding rol can he

sent t multiple recipients using P .

The decoding rule 1020 is complementary to the encoding rule and therefore

takes on a many form as the encoding rule. For example, where the encoding rule is a

mapping, the decoding r de 02 w ll be the inverse mapping (which may be time-varying).

Where th encoding rule involves encryption with a private key, the decoding r le 20 wi l

be the p bl c key t ha is complementary to such private k y The public key ould also be

obtained independently by th gateway 22 or th customer device 40 from another source,

such as the Internet Th s may he feasible in Instances where encryption was carried out by

HQ 24 using private key licensed by an agent and the agent's Identity is known to the

gateway 22 or the customer device 40,

W th continued reference to Figs, A and , consider now th operational

scenario where the Ingress packet manipulation device 32 receives packet 03.0 fi:om peer

network 12. The ingress packet manipulation device 32 determines whether the received

packet 1030 has any of the traffic attributes contained in the customized threat report 1010

that was previously stored in the memory, f there i match, i.e.. if the ingress packet

manipulation device 3.2 determines traffic attribute of the received packet 1030 that appears



the to e threat r ort 0 1:0 then the ingress packet manipulation device 32 obtains

the. encoded reputation score associated with that traffic attribute, as specifi ed by the

threat report. 1

The ingress packet manipulation device 32 then stains th packet 1030 with

the encoded reputation which yields a stained packet 1040 That Is to say. the Ingress

packet manipulation device 3 modifies a portion of the packet 1030 in order to allow the

stained packet 040 to carry th encoded reputation score. The portio o the packet 30

that Is modified cart depend on the format of the packet 030. For example, the packe 10 30

ay b an IPv4 packet or an IPv6 packet to na e but two non lmi ng possibilities, n the

case wher the packet 030 is an IPv4 packet it can be modified as previously described with

reference to Fig. so as to carry th encoded reputation , n the case where the packet

030 is an IPv packet, it can be modified as previously described with reference to Fig. 9

so as to carry the encoded reputation score.

The stained packet 1040 I released int the- carrier network 10 (a if it had

never been intercepted by the ingress packet manipulation device 32). The ultimate recipient

e the gateway 22 or the customer device 40) receives th stained packet 1040, determines

the stain and Interprets it. That is, the recipient determines th encoded reputation score from

the modified portion of the stained packet 1040 and decodes th reputation score using the

decoding rule 20 previously stored in memory. Having obtained the (decoded) reputation

score in this way, the gateway 22 or the customer device 40 disposes of the stained packet

040 based on the reputation score. It is assumed that the gateway 22 (or the customer device

40 as the case may be) knows priori the meaning of different reputation scores, e.g., the

gateway 22 (or the customer device 40) can distinguish between well a poorly reputed

packets. This information can be provided by IHQ 2-4- or by another carrier network clement.

Disposal of the stained packet 40 can take man different forms. For

example, in a simple case where the pteway 22 Is the .ultimate recipient of the stained packet

1040, the gateway 22 may discard the stained packet 1040 (step 640} when the reputation

score Is ow and ay release the stained packet 40 into the- remainder of the customer

network (see step 630) when the reputation score s h gh or when no matching traffic

attribute could be found. Another possibility is for the gateway 22 to signal an alar to F

24 or to another carrier network element when the stained packet 040 is found o have a ow

reputation score. Yet another possibility is for the gateway 22 to add a new stain to. or



modify the existing stain of, the stained packet 40 as a function of the reputation score.

Still other possibilities will become apparent to those of skill in the. art.

in yet another embodiment the gateway 22 simply forwards the stained packet

104! to the ultimate recipient (e.g., the customer device 40), and it is the customer device 40

that disposes of the stained packet 1040 based on its prio knowledge of the n of

different reputation scores.

Reference is no made to Fig, 10 , which is similar to F g lOA, and in which

there is provided a block diagram depicting the delivery of a customised threat report to 60

the ingress packet manipulation device .32 connected to peer network 2 accordance with.

a non-limitiirg embodiment.

Th customized threat re ort 060 may be distributed to ingress packet

manipulation device 32 In a number of different ways Fo example, a point-to-point

technique could be used, wherein 24 encapsulates the customized threat report 60 into

packets that are specifically destined for the ingress packet manipulation device 32.

Altern atively, a multicast distribution technique can he used, whereby the ingress packe

manipulation device 32 may join a multicast group. Specifically, the ingress packet

manipulation device 32 can send a "subscribe request" to the nearest multicast router

identifying the multicast group that it wishes to join. IHQ 24 may send the customized threat

eport 1060 to all members of th multicast group, including the ingress packet manipulation

device 32, using an P multicast transmission technique as has bee previously described. in

either ease, the customised threat report 060 reaches the ingress packet manipulation device

3:2 over the control connection 36.

Upon receip of the customized threat report 0 0, the Ingress packet

manipulation device 32 stores the customized threat report 1060 in a memory and uses the

information in the customized threat report 60 when processing future packets received by

the carrier network 0 from peer network For thi reason, it is instructive to consider the

content of th customized threat report 60

Specifically, the customised threat report 1060 may take on a variet of

formats. In this embodiment, the customised threat report. 0 60 includes a first part that

resembles the customized threat report exemplified i Fig. 7 (as which was described with

reference to Fig. 8 , In addition, the customized threat report 060 Includes an encoding rule

(as was described with reference to Fig. A) for transfo r in reputation indicators int

encoded reputation Indicators,



A has been previously described, the e coding rale take on a variety of

forms. In one embodiment, the encoding rule is ¾one-to-one mapping (e.g., a lookup

between reputation scores an encoded reputation scores. another, more '

embodiment the encoding rule can involve encryption of t e reputation score with an

encryption key, which can be time-varying. The encryption key may be symmetric or t ay

he a private key of private/public ke pair, used to sign" e reputation score. Th private

(e CT pd n/signin ) key can be obtained from an agent under a license. In such a scenario,

the agent licenses the private key to entities (such as th ingress packet device

32) that i t trusts wil implement a fair assign e t of reputation scores. If the private key (or.

generally speaking, the encoding rule) ca e obtained directly fro the agent, then it is not

necessary for IH 24 to send the private key (encoding rule) as par of the customized threat

report 60 n which case the customized threat report 1060 can resemble quite closely the

customized threat report 0 previously described with reference to Fig. 8

n addition, the decoding rule (i.e., the reverse of the encoding rule), is sent to

potential recipients of stained packets. These may Include a variety of packet processing

entitles n the carrier network 10, customer networks 16 , S or peer networks , 14. In a

first non-limiting example, th gateway 22 in the customer network 1 is considered as a

potential recipient of stained packets. Therefore, HQ 24 sends the decoding rule 20 to the

gateway 2 via the corresponding control connection 38 The gateway 22 can store the

decoding rule 1020 a memory in a second non-lim g example, the customer device 40

in the customer network 1 is considered as a potential recipient of stained packets.

Therefore, 1H Q 24 sends th decoding rule 020 to the customer device 40 via the gateway

22 and the corresponding control connection 38. The customer device 4 can store the

decoding rule 20 i a memory.

The decoding rule 20 is -complementary to the encoding rule and therefore

takes on as many forms as the encoding rule. For example, where the encoding ru e s a

mapping, th decoding rule 20 will h the inverse mapping (which ma be time-varying).

Where the encoding rule involves encryption with a private key, the decoding rule 1020 wi l

be the public key that is complementary to such private key Th public key could also be

obtained independently b the gateway 22 or the customer device 4 f om another source,

such as the Internet. Th s ma be feasible in instances where encryption was carri ed ou by

IHQ 24 using a private key licensed by an agent, and the agent's identity is known to the

gateway 22 o the c ustomer device 40.



With e u d reference to Fig 1.0B, consider now the operational scenario

where Ingress packet manipulation device 32 receives packet 1030 .t am peer network

12. The ingress packet manipulation device 32 determines whether the received packet 30

has any of th traffic attrih rt es : contained in the customized threat report 1060 that was

previous stored the memory there is a match . If the ingress packet

device 32 det in.es a traffic attribute of the received packet 10 30 that appears in the

customised threat report 10 0, then the ingress packet manipulation device 32 obtains th

reputation score associated with that traffic attribute, as specified by the customised threat

report 1060.

Next, ingress packet manipulation device applies the encoding rule to the

reputation score, thereby to obtain the encoded reputation sc re. This can involve looking u

the encoded reputation score in a lookup table (possibly dynamic), encrypting the. reputation

score with a private key, a d so on. The Ingress packet manipulation device 32 then stains

the packet 1-030 wit the encoded reputation score, which yields a stained packet 1040. That

is t say, th Ingress packet manipulation device 32 modifies a portion of the packet 1030 in

order to allow the stained packet 040 to carry the encoded reputation score. The portion of

the packet 030 that modified can depend on the format of the packet 30 For example,

the packet 030 may he an IPv4 packet o a IPv6 packet, to name but two non-limiting

possibilities. I the cas where the packet 1030 is a IPv4 packet, t .can be modified as

previously described w th reference to Fig. 9A so as to carry the encoded reputation score. In

the case where the packet 20 is an IPv6 packet, it can be modified as previously described

with reference to Fig 9B s as to carry the encoded reputation score.

The stained packet 040 is released into the carrier network 10 (a if It- had

never been intercepted by th ingress packet manipulation device 32), The ultimate recipient

(i.e,, the gateway 22 or the customer device 40} receives the stained packet 040, determines

the encoded reputation score from the modified portion of the stained packet 40 and

decodes the reputation score using the decoding rule 1020 previously stored in memory.

Having obtained the (decoded) reputation score in th s way, the gateway 22 or the customer

device 40 disposes of the stained packet 1040 based on the reputation score. t is assumed

that the gateway 22 (or the customer device 40, as the case may he) knows a priori the

meaning of different reputation scores, e.g., th gateway 22 (or the customer device 40) ca

distinguish between well a d poorly r uted packets. This Information can be provided by

H 24 or by another carrier network element,.



Disposal of the packet 40 ca take many ff forms. For

example, in a simple case where gateway 22 Is the ultimate recipient of the stained packet

1040, th gateway 22 may discard the stained e 1.040 (step 640) when the reputation

score is low a d may release the stained packet 040 into the remainder of the customer

network 16 (see ste 630} when the reputation score is high or e no matching traffic

attribute could h found Another possibility is for the gateway 22 to signal an alarm to HQ

24 or to another carrier network element when the stalled packet 40 is found to have a low

reputation score. Yet another possibility is for the gateway 22 to add a ew stain to, or

modify the existing stain of, the stak ed packet 40 as a function of the reputation score.

Still other possibilities will become apparent t those of skill in the a .

n yet another embodiment, the gateway 22 simply forwards the stained packet

104 0 t the ultimate recipient (e.g., the customer device 40 , and it s the customer device 40

that disposes of the stained packet 40 based on its prior knowledge of the meaning of

different reputation scores.

Reference is no made to Fig, , in which there is provided a block diagram

depicting the delivery of a customized threat report 12 0 to the egress packet manipulation

device 42 connected to customer network in accordance with a non- limiting embodiment.

The customized threat report 10 may be distributed to the egress packet

manipulation device 42 in a number of different ways. For example, a point-to-point

technique could be used, wherein HQ 24 encapsulates the customized threat report into

packets that are specifically destined fo the egress packet manipulation device 42.

Alternatively, a multicast distribution technique ca e used, whereby th egress packet

manipulation device 42 may j oin a multicast group. Specifi cally. the egres packet

manipulation device 42 can send a "'subscribe request to the nearest multicast router,

identifying the muittcast group that it wishes to j oin IHQ 24 may send th customized threat

report 1210 to all members of the multicast group, including the egress packet manipulation

device 42, usin an IP multicast transmission technique as has been previously described, in

either case, the customized threat report 1.2 reaches the egress packet manipulation device

42 over the control connection 4 ,

Upon receipt of the customized threat report 2 10, the egress packet

manipulation device 42 stores the customised threat report 1.210 in a memory and uses th

information i th customized threat report 1 when processing future packets received by



the carrier 10 from customer network 16, For th s reason, it is instructive to consider

the content of the threat report 1 ,

Specifically, the customized threat report 10 may take on variety of

fo rmats h this embodiment d e customized threat report 1 may rese bl the

threat report 10 exemplified in Fig. 7 (as which was described with reference to

Fig. 8) In other embodiments, which ma be more secure, the customized threat report 1210

may resemble the customized threat reports 1 and 1 0 that were previously described

with reference to a d 8 respectively.

With continued reference to ig. , consider the operational scenario in

which the egress packet manipulation device 42 receives a packet 20 from the customer

network i via the gateway 22. The egress packet manipulation device 42 determines

whether the received t 1 20 has any of the traffic attributes contained n the customized

threat report 12 10 tha was previously stored in the memory. If there is a match, i.e., if the

egress packet manipulation device 42 determines a traffic attribute of the received packet

1220 that appears n the -customized threat report 1.2 , the the egress packet manipulation

devic 42 obtains the reputation indicator (e.g., a reputation score) associated with that traffic

attribute as specified by the customised threat report .

The egress packet manipulation device 42 then takes an action, i n one

embodiment, this action includes staining the packet 1220 with the reputation score, which

yields a stained packet 1 30, That is to say, the egress packet manipulation device 42

modifies a . portion of the packet 1220 n order to a llo t re stained packet 230 to carry the

reputation score. The portion of the packet 220 that is modi fied can depend on the format of

the packet 1220, for example, the packet 2 may e an Pv4 packet or an Pv6 packet, to

flame but two on- i mi i g possibilities. In the ase where the packet 20 is an IPv4 packet,

it can modified as previously described with reference to Fig, 9 so to carry the

encoded reputation score. n the case where th packet 20 is an IPv6 packet, t can be

modified as previously described with reference to Pig. 9 8 so as to carry th encoded

reputation score

n another embodiment, the action taken by t r egres packet manipulation

device 42 includes staining th packet 220 (as described abo ve) only f its reputation score is

above a certain threshold . Otherwise, the egress packet manipulation device 42 discards (or

quarantines) the packet 20, logs the event and optionally signals this occurrence to Q 24.

This approach can prevent the -propagation of poorly reputed -packets. Of course, there are



many va ants, including more sophisticated processing of the reputation score to account for

differences geographic location, time of day, credibility (ho reliable is the reputation

scor to begin with), industry sector, and other parameters. Also, the actio taken can have a

rich range of variabilit y such a in quarantine duration, logging and other

processing,

.Assuming that the action taken fey the egress packe manipulation device 42

involves staining the packet 20, the stained packet 1 30 s released int the carder network

(as if t had never been intercepted by the egress packet manipulation device 42), An

entity outside the carrier network (e.g., in the peer network 12} receives the stained packet

1,230, determines the reputation score from the modified portion of the stained packet 30

a disposes of it based on th reputation score it is assumed that entitles outside the carrier

network know a priori the meaning of different reputation scores. This can he the result of

standardization of reputation scores.

Those skilled in the art will appreciate thai in a further variant the gateways

2 2 can also be equipped with packet staining functionality that has been described above n

the context of the Ingress and egress packet manipulation devices 32 42 Such packet

processing entities .may thus have the capability to determine the reputation score for

individual packets, determine the appropriate stain and apply it

Based on the foregoing, the threat Intelligence data refining process performed

y 24 can allow the potentially real-time identification of ¾ero~day threats and newl

compromised devices, Moreover, refined cyber threat Intelligence data can be distributed in

a number of different ways to accommodate different architectures and different le ds of

device complexity. A powerful tool thus becomes available to those seeking to protect not

onl online assets, but also the very networks that support them.

Those skilled in the art wi l appreciate tha the above description has focused

on implementation of threat assessment in a carrier network merely for convenience. If

needed, threat assessment in accordance w th the principles of the present invention ca fe

performed in other types of networks, including mobile networks and wide area enterprise

networks

Cert ain adaptations and modifications of the described embodiments can be

made. Therefore, th above discussed embo ments are t be considered illustrative and not

restrictive. Also It should b appreciated that additional elements tha may be needed for

operation of certain embodiments of the present invention have not been described or



illustrated as ey are assumed to b within the purview the person of ordinary skil in the

art. Moreover; certain embodiments of the present invention may be free of may lack and/pr

a function without an element that is not specifically disclosed herein.

Those- skilled in th ar wil appreciate that in some embodiments, HQ. 24

and/or othe illustrated elements may be implemented using one or more computing

apparatuses that have access to a code memory not shows.) whic stores computer-readable

program code (instructions) for operation of the one or more computing apparatuses. The

computer-readable program code could be. stored on a medium which is fixed, tangible and

readable directly by the on or more computing apparatuses, (e g . removable diskette, CD-

M ¾ iked disk. SB drive), or the computer-readable program code could be stored

remotely hut ran liable to th one or more computing apparatuses via a mode or other

interface device (e.g., a communications adapter) connected to a network (including, without

limitation, the Internet) over a transmission medium, which may e either a non-wireless

medium (e,g,, optical .or analog communications ues) or a wireless edium (e.g.,

microwave, infrared or other transmission schemes) or a combination thereof. In other

embodiments, . 24 and/or other illustrated elements may be implemented using pre¬

programmed hardware ir ware elements (e.g.. application specific integrated circuits

(ASICs), electrically erasable programmable read-only memories ( EP ¾ flash

memory, etc.), or other related components.

t will be appreciated that further modifications and variations can he made

without -departing from the scope of the invention, which is defined by the claims appended

hereto.



C A S

I claim:

. A method for execution by a network entity in a carrier network, comprising:

generating a cyber threat intelligence report including a reputation Indicator

for each of at feast one traffic attribute;

transmitting the cyber threat intelligence report to at Least one packet

processing e t y within or outside of the carrier network.

2. The method defined in claim wherein the at least one traffic attribute comprises at

least one of an Internet Protocol (IP) address, an tonomo system n (AS ), a

domain name a classless inter-domain routing ( D ) block and a pay!oad heuristic.

3 The method defined in claim , wherein said transmitting the cyber threat intelligence

report comprises multicasting the cyber threat intelligence report to members of a multicast

group including said at least o e packet processing entity,

4. The method defined in. claim 2 wherein the multicasting is carried out in -accordance

with E TF RFC 1 and/or 2375

. The method defined in claim 1, wherein the cyber threat intelligence report is

transmitted to the at least one packet processing entity from outside of the carrier network,

6. The method defined in claim , wherein the cyber threat intelligence report includes at

least one record, the record having a field indicative of a traffic attribute and a field indicative

a reputation indicator for the traffic attribute,

7 . Th method defined in clai i wherein a newly transmitted cyber threat intelligence

report includes on y reputation indicators for traffic attributes having undergone a change

compared to a previously transmitted cyber threat intelligence report.

, The method defined in claim ?, wherein the cyber threat intelligence report

transmitted to the at least one packet processing entity comprises only change to a previous

version.

·> Th method defined in claim 1, wherein the packet processing entity- comprises a

gateway to a customer network, the gateway being operable to determine a traffic attribute of

a packet destined: for the customer network to determine a reputation indicator for the packet



by consulting the cyber threat Intelligence .report based on the traffic attribute of the packet

and to dispose of the packet In accordance with Its reputation Indicator,

10, The method defined In claim 9, wherein th reputation indicator comprises a

reputation and wherein to dispose of the packet accordance wit its reputation

indicator comprises either sending or refraining from sending the packet into the customer

network depending on whether the reputation score s above or below a threshold.

! I . The method defined in clai wherein the packet processing e tity comprises a

packet manipulation device, the packet manipulation device being operable to determine a

traffic attribute of a packet received from outside of the carrier network, to determine a

reputation indicator for the packet by consulting the cyber threat intelligence report based on

the traffic attribute of the packet and t stai th packet n accordance w th ts reputation

Indicator.

2 The method defined in claim , wherein to stain the packet n accordance w th it

reputation indicator comprises populating a header of the packet with the reputation indicator.

T A non-transitory computer-readable medium- comprising computer-readable

instructions which, when executed by a processing entity of a network element in a carrier

network, cause the network element to implement a method that comprises:

generating a cyber threat intelligence report including a reputation indicator

for each of at least on traffic- attribute;

transmitting the cyber threat Intelligence report to a least on packet

processing entity within or outside of the carrier network

A method for execution by a network entity, comprising:

generating a cyber threat Intelligence report including a stain associated with

each of at least one traffic attribute, th stain encoding a reputation indicator for th traffic

attribute;

transmitting the cyber threat intelligence report to a packet manipulation

device, the packet manipulation device being operable to determine a traffic attribute of a

received packet to determine a stain for the received packet by consn!ting the cyber threat

Intelligence report based on the traffic atttihutc of the received packet and to modify the

packet in accordance with it stain;



transmitting, to a network device that receives the stained packet a decodin

rul to allow the reputation indicator encoded by the packet s stain to be determined, the

network device being operable to dispose of th packet in accordance with the decoded

reputation indicator

. The method defined n claim 14 , wherein the s a for the received packet is derivable

rom the traffic attribute of the re v d packet by application of an coding ru e, of which

the decoding rule is an Inverse,

The method defined claim 14, wherein the at least one traffic attribute comprises at

least one of an Internet Protocol (IP) address, an autonomous system number (AS a

domain name, a classless ter-do ain routing D ) block and a payload heuristic.

17. The method defined in claim 4, wherein said transmitting the cyber threat

intelligence report comprises multicasting the cyber threat Intelligence report to members of a

multicast group including said packet manipulation device.

. The method defined n claim wherein said the decoding rale

comprises multicasting the decoding to members of a second multicast group including said

network device.

. The method defined In claim 8 wherein the multicasting is carried out n accordance

with IETF RFC 1. .2 and or 23 5

20. Th method defined in. claim 4, wherein the packet manipulation device is within a

carrier network wherein the network element is outside of the carrier network,

. The method defined In claim 4, wherein the cyber threat intelligence report includes

at leas one record, the record liaving a field Indicative of a traffic attribute and a field

indicative of an encoded reputation indicator for the traffic attribute.

22. The method defined in clai 14 wherein the cyber threat intelligence is transmitted to

the packet manipulation device using grey-network .

23. The method defined in claim 22, wherein to modify the packe n accordance with its

stain comprises populate a header of the packet with the reputation indicator.



24 A non-transitory cooipuier-readahle medium comprising computer-readable

instructions i , when executed by a processing entity of a network element, cause the

network element to Implement method that comprises;

generating a cyber threat intelligence report including a stain associated with

each of at least one traffic attribute, the stain encoding a reputation indicator for the traffic

attribute;

transmitting the cyber threat intelligence report to packet manipulation

device* the packe manipulation device being operable to determine a traffic attribute of a

received packet, to determine a . tain for the received packet by consulting the cyber threat

intelligence report based on the traffic attribute of the received packet and to modify the

packet In accordance with its stain;

transmitting, to a network device that receives the stained packet, a decoding

ru e to allow the reputation indicator encoded by the packet's stain t o be determined, the

network device being operable to dispose of the packet In accordance with the decoded

reputation ndicator

25, A method for execution by a network entity, comprising:

generating a cyber threat Intelligence report including a reputation indicator

for each of a least on traffic attribute;

transmitting the cyber threat intelligence report and an encoding rule to a

packet manipulation device, the packet manipulation device being operable to determine a

traffic attribute of the received packet, to determine a reputation indicator for the traffic

attribute fey consulting the cyber threat intelligence report based on the traffic attribute of the

received packet, to encode the reputation indicator based on the encoding ru e and to stain the

packet in accordance w t the encoded reputation indicator;

transmitting, to a network device that receives the stained packet, a decoding

rule to allow the reputation indicator encoded fey the packet's stain to b determined, the

network device being operable to dispose of the packet based on the decoded reputation

indicator,

26 The method defined In claim 25, wherein the at least o e traffic attribute comprises at

least on of an internet Protocol (IP address, a autonomous system number (ASN), a

domain name, a classless i ter-don bn routing (C D ) block and a payload heuristic.



27. The method defined claim 25, wherein sa d transmitting the cyber threat

intelligence report and the encoding rule comprises multicasting the cyber threat intelligence

report and the encoding rul to members of a multicast group including said packet

manipulation device.

The method defined in claim 27, wherein said transmitting the decoding rule

comprises multicasting the decoding ru e to members of a second multicast group including

said network device .

29. The method defined in claim 28, wherein the multicasting is- carried out in accordance

with IETF RFC 2 .and/or 23 5.

30. The method defined in claim 23, wherein the packet manipulation device is within a

carrier network and wherein the network element i s outside of the carrier network,

3 . The method defined cl ai 25, wherein the cyber threat intelligence report includes

least o e record, the record having a field indicative of traffic attribute and a field

indicative of a reputation Indicator for the traffic attribute.

32. The method defined In claim 25, wherein the cyber threat intelligence is transmitted to

the packet manipulation device us ng grey-network IP,

33. The method defined in claim 32, wherein to stain the packet in accordance with the

encoded reputation indicator comprises populating a header o the packet with th encoded

reputation indicator,

34. A non rans tory computer-readable medium comprising computer-readable

instructions which, when executed b a processing entity of a network element, cause the

network element to implement a method that comprises;

generating a cyber threat intelligence- report including a reputation indicator

or each of at least one tr fic attribute;

the cyber threat intelligence report and an encoding rule to a

packet manipulation device, the packe manipulation: device bein operable t o determine a

traffic attribute of the received packet, to determine a reputation indicator .for the traffic

attribute b consulting the cyber threat intelligence report based on the traffic attribute of the

received packet, to encode the-reputation indicator based o th encoding rule and to stain the

packet in accordance with the encoded reputation indicator;



transmitting, to a network device that receives the n packet a decoding

rule to allow the reputation indicator encoded by the packet s stain to be determined the

network device being operabl to dispose of the packet based on the decoded reputation

indicator.

35, A method for execution b a packet manipulation device, comprising;

receiving a packet destined for a ext network element;

determining a stain for the received packet;

modifying the packet in accordance w h the stain:

transmitting the stained packet towards the next network element

36. The method defined in claim 35, wherein modifying the, packet comprises modifying

e contents of a header of the packet.

3 . The method defined i claim 36, wherein the . header comprises a type of service

(TOS) field and wherein modifying th contents of the header of the packet comprises

populating the TOS fi e ld with the stain.

3 , The method defined i claim wherein the header comprises a Flo Label -field and

wherein modifying the contents of the header of the packet comprises populating the Flow

Label field with the stain,

39. The method defined h claim 36, wherein the header comprises a header options field

and wherein modifying the contents of the header of the packet comprises populating the

header options field with the stain.

40 The method defined in claim 36, wherein the header comprises extension header

containing the stain.

The method defined in claim 35, wherein the stai comprises a reputation indicator

for the received packet

42. The method defined in claim further comprising:

receiving a cyber threat intelligence report from a carrier network element, the

cyber threat intel ligence report including a eputation indicator for each of at least one traffic

attribute;

determining a traffic attribute of the received packet;



consulting the cyber threat intelligence report based on the traffic attribute of

the received packet to determine t e reputation indicator tor the received packet,

43 The method defined In claim 42, wherein the at least one traffic -attribute comprises at

least one of an nterne Protocol (IP) address, an autonomous system number (ASM), a

domain name, a classless inter-domain routing ( ) block and paylo d heuristic.

44, The method defined in clai 42, farther- comprising joining a multicast group and

wherein the cybe threat intelligence report ha bee multicast to .members of the multicast

group.

45, The method defined in claim 42, wherein multicast is car ed out in accordance with

IETF RFC 2 and/or 2375.

-46. The ethod defined in c ai 42, wherei the carrier network element and the packet

manip ulation device arc withi the carrier network.

4 The method defined in claim 46, wherein the cyber threat intelligence. Is received

from the network element using grey-network IP,

4 . The method defined in claim 35, further comprising:

receiving a cyber threat intelligence report fr m network element the cyber

threat intelligence report including a stain associated w th each of at least one traffic attribute;

determining a traffic attribute of the received packet;

consulting the cyber threat nte igence report based on the traffic attribute of

the received packet to determine the stain for the received packet.

4 . The method defined in claim 48, wherein th stain for a given traffic attribute is an

outcome of encoding a reputation Indicator for the given traffic attribute with an encoding

rule.

50. The method defined i claim 49, wherein he encoding is carried o t by th network

ement

51. The method defined In claim 49, wherein the at least one traffic attri ut comprises at

leas one of an Internet Protocol (IP) address, an autonomous system number (ASN), a

domain name a classless inter-domain routing (CIDR ) block and a paylo heuristic,



32 The method defined in clai 49, farther comprising joking s multicast group and

wherein the yber threat intelligence report has been multicast to members of th multicast

u ,

53. The method defined claim 52, wherein multicast is carried out in accordance with

IETF RFC I and/or 2375.

54 The method defined in. clai 49 wherein the packet manipulation device is within a

carrier network and the network element is outside of the carrier network.

55 The method defined n claim 49, wherein the- packet manipulation device and the

network element are within a carrier network,

56 The method defined in claim 56 wherein the yber threat intelligence a received

from the network element using grey-network IP.

3 . Th method defined in claim , further comprising;

receiving a cyber threat Intelligence r from a network element, the cyber

threat intelligence report including a reputation indicator for each of at least one traffic

attribute;

determining a traffic attribute of the received packet;

consulting the cyber threat Intelligence report based o the traffic attribute of

the received packet to determine a reputation indicator for the received packet;

determining the stain for the received packet by applying an encoding rale to

the reputation indicator.

58. The method defined n claim 57 further comprising receiving the encoding rule from

th network element.

59 The method defined in claim 8 wherein th encoding rule is received over a YPN

established with the- network element.

60 The method defined in claim 57, wherek applying the encoding rule to the reputation

indicator comprises consulting a mapping stored in a memor to determine the stain

associated with the reputation indicator.

6 . The method defined in claim 60, wherein the mapping changes over time.



62, The mapping defined in claim 5 , wherein applying the encoding rule to the

reputation indicator comprises encrypting the reputation indicator with an encryption key in

order t obtain the stain.

3, mapping -defined in claim , wherein the encryption ke is a private ke of a

p c/private key pair associated with the network element.

64 The mapping define in claim 62 whereat the encryption key is a private key suppled

by third party agency .

6 The method defined in clai 57, wherein th at least on traffic attribute comprises at

least on of an Internet Protocol (IP) address, an autonomous system number (ASN), a

domain .name, a classless inter-domain routing (C D block and a payload heuristic,

¾ The method defined in clai S7 further comprising joining a multicast group and

wherein the cyber threat intelligence report has been multicast by the network element to

members of the multicast group.

67. The method defined i claim 66. wherein multicast i carried out In accordance w th

IETF RFC 12 and/or 2375.

. The method defined in claim 5? wherein the packet manipulation device s withi a

carrier network and the network element s outside of the carrier network.

69 The method defined In claim 5? wherein the packet manipulation device and the

etwork element are within a carrier network.

0. The method defined in claim wherein he cyber threat intelligence is received

from the network element usin grey-network IP,

71. A non-transitory computer-readable medium Comprising computer-readable

instructions; which, when executed by processing entity of a packet manipulation device,

cause the packet manipulation device to implement etho that comprises:

receiving a packet destined for next network element;

determining a stain for the received packet;

modifying the packet In a cordanc with the stain;

transmitting the stained packet towards the xt network element

2. A method, comprising;



- 33

c v g a decoding to allow a reputation indicator encoded by a stain of

a packet to b deter ed;

rece i g a rece ed packet having a stain;

determining a reputation indicator for the packet by applying the decoding rule-

to the stain of the received packet;

disposing- of the received packet i accordance with the decoded reputation

indicator.

3. Th method defined in claim 72, further comprising storing th decoding rule in a

memory.

74. The method defined in claim 72, wherein the decoding rule comprises mapping that

maps stains to corresponding reputation indicators and wherein applying the decoding ru e

comprises consulting the mapping based on the stain of the received packet

75. The method defined in claim 7.2, wherein the decoding role comprises a decryption

key and wherein applying the decoding rule comprises decrypting the reputation indicator

fro the stain of the received packet using the decryption key

76. The mapping defined in claim 75, wherein the decryption key is a public key of a

public/private key pair.

77. The mapping defined n claim 7 6 . the pr ate key having been used by a network

entity to encode the reputat indicator into the packet

? . Th mapping define m claim 76, wherein the decryption key is obtained over the

Internet

9 . The method defined in claim 72, further comprising joining a multicast group and

wherein the decoding rale has been multicast to members of the multicast group.

80 The method defined in c laim 79, wherein disposing of the received packet in

accordance with the decoded reputation indicator comprises processing the packet in

accordance with a universal convention thai defines the significance of variety of reputation

indicators.

The method defined in claim 80, wherein the universal convention is defined in an

IETF RFC



S2 The method defined n claim 72, implemented by a gateway to a customer etwork

83. The method defined in claim 82, wherein disposing of the received packet comprises

cither sending or refraining from sending the packet into a customer network depending on

whether the reputation score is above or below threshold.

4. The method defined in claim 72, implemented by a customer device.

83 The .method defined is claim 84 wherein the customer device comprises at least one

of a smart phone, a desktop computer, a laptop, a tablet, a controller, medical equipment an

appliance, a healing/lighting apparatus and a automohile.

86. The method defined in claim 84 wherein disposing of the received packet comprises

discarding th packet when the reputation score is below a threshold.

8 A non-transitory computer-readable medium comprising computer-readable

Instructions which when executed b a processing entity of a network element, cause th

network element to implement a method that comprises;

receiving a decoding rule to allow a reputation indicator encoded by a stain of

a packet to e determined;

receiving a received packet having a stain;

determining a reputation indicator or the packet by applying the decoding rule

to the stain of the received packet;

disposing of the received packet in accordance with the decoded reputation

indicator..

88. A method, comprising;

receiving a cyber threat intelligence report fi o a carrier network element, th

cyber threat intelligence report including a reputation indicator for each of at least one traffic

attribute;

receiving a received packet;

determining a traffic attribute of the received packet;

determining a reputation indicator for the received packet by consulting th

cyber threat ntelligenc report based on the traffic attribute of the received packet;

disposing of the received packet in accordance w th the reputation indicator

for the received packet.



89. The method defined n claim 88 further comprising storing the cyber threat

intelligence report in

90. The method d fi ned n.claim 88, wherein the cyber threat intelligence report includes

at least one record, the record having a field indicative of a traffic ri : and field

indicative of a reputation indicator for the traffic attribute,

91. Th method defined in claim 88, wherein the traffic attribute comprises at least one of

an Internet Protocol ( P) address, an autonomous system number AS , a domain name, a

classless ir te r do ain routing (CJD block and a pay load heuristic.

92. The method defined in claim 91, further comprising joining a multicast group and

wherein the decoding rule has been multicast to members of th multicast group,

93. The method defined claim implemented b a gateway to a customer network.

94. The method defined in claim 93, wherein th reputation indicator comprises a

reputation score, and wherein disposing of the received packet comprises either sending or

refraining from sending the packet nt the customer network depending on whether the

reputation score is above or below a threshold

95. The method defined h claim implemented b a customer device

96. The method defined in claim previous, wherein the customer device comprises at least

one of a smart phone, a desktop comp uter , a laptop, a tablet, a controller, medical equipment,

an appliance, a heating/lighting apparatus and an automobile

97. The method defined in claim 95, wherein disposing of t he received packet comprises

discarding the paekei when the reputation score s below a threshold

98. The method defined in claim 88, wherein the cyber threa intelligence report is

received using grey-network IP.

99. The method defined in claim 88, wherein the cyber threat Intelligence report is

recei ved from outside of th carrier network.

0. The method defined in claim 99, wherein disposing of the received packet in

accordance with the decoded reputation indicator comprises processing the packet in



accordance with i convention t a defines the significance of va ety reputation

indicators.

0 1 The method: defined in claim 00 wherein the universal convention is defined i an

I T FC

02. A non-transitory computer-readable d comprising c mp iter r ada !

.instructions which, when x a processing entity of a network element cause the

network element to implement a method that comprises;

receiving a cyber threat intelligence report fi a carrier network element s the

cyber threat intelligence report including a reputation indicator for each of at least one traffic

attribute;

receiving a received packet;

determining a traffic attribute of the received packet;

determining a reputation indicator or the received packet by consulting the

cyber threat Intelligence report based on th traffic attribute of the received packet;

disposing of the received packet in accordance with th reputation indicator

for the received packet.
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